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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Recently, topics including global warming, increased environmental awareness,
recycling, and organically produced meat and vegetables have been prevalent in the
media and research arenas. The rapidly increasing cost for fossil fuels and the pursuit
of environmental conservation has brought about the interest in a renewable and clean
burning fuel, specifically biodiesel. Biodiesel, or vegetable oil ester as it was originally
referred to, has been improving and progressing since the early 1900’s. A speech given
by Rudolph Diesel in 1912 stated that “. . . the use of vegetable oils for engine fuels may
seem insignificant today, but such oils may become, in the course of time, as important
as petroleum and the coal-tar products of the present time” [2].

The use of raw

vegetable oil was known during Diesel’s time to start and power an internal combustion
diesel engine. In fact, the French Otto Company designed an engine that was powered
by raw peanut oil at the Paris Exposition of 1900. Fortunately, significant advancement
in the understanding of raw vegetable oil as a fuel as well as converting it to ethyl or
methyl esters, now known as biodiesel, has been evolving for nearly a century after.
The most prevalent growth for vegetable oil derived fuels is seen during the late
70’s after implementation of the OPEC oil embargo act.

The embargo act nearly

doubled the price per barrel of petroleum overnight, escalating the need for research of
a viable alternative diesel fuel.
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In 1982 a conference held in Fargo, North Dakota, sponsored by the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE), published a collection of papers focusing on
the use of vegetable oil and the conversion to methyl esters as a feasible fuel for
application in diesel engines. Although the majority of the papers concentrated on using
raw vegetable oil, research done by The Agricultural Research Service in Peoria Illinois,
USDA [3], Deere and Company [4], and The University of North Dakota [5] focused on
the use of vegetable oil esters as a fuel. In fact the first use of vegetable oil esters to
fuel a diesel engine in the United States was reported by Fort et al. [6] with the use of
cottonseed methyl esters.
Vegetable oil esters obtained through the process of transesterification, although
well known and documented at this time, was further advanced by the published work of
Hawkins et al. [7] documenting the production of fuel quality vegetable esters using
sunflower oil. The first industrial biodiesel pilot plant (1987) and industrial plant (1989)
was constructed by an Austrian Company, Gaskoks with a capacity of 30,000 metric
tons of rapeseed methyl ester per year.
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The objective of the following work is predicated on the potential marketing of
biodiesel blends, up to 20% by volume, without modification to standard production
available engines to be used by the average consumer. The NextEnergy Biodiesel
program is a collaborative effort involving a variety of disciplines and expertise.
Objectives include developing manufacturing methods for soy-based biodiesel, evaluate
and record parameters such as cetane number, oxidative stability, and lubricity made
from different feedstocks to be used for engine testing. Evaluate selected fuels to be
blended with ULSD and tested in single and multi-cylinder engines.

To evaluate the

impact of biodiesel blends on a variety of aftertreatment devices with respect to
performance and effectiveness. Finally, to record all experimental findings in one easily
accessible location and cultivate the possibility of worldwide use which will accelerate
the aid in the development of ASTM standards for biodiesel production and storage.
The proceeding work focuses on results from a multi-cylinder engine coupled with a
diesel oxidation catalyst, diesel particulate filter and a selective catalytic reductive
catalyst and the effect that biodiesel blends has on their performance and effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND

In this chapter, background information about biodiesel, fuel properties, biodiesel
emissions, and combustion strategies are provided.

The first section presents

information of the structure and transesterification of biodiesel followed by an
explanation of NOx and PM formations. The second section of this chapter is dedicated
to different aftertreatment devices and the effect of biodiesel fuel found in literature on
these emission control devices. The final section of this chapter covers low temperature
combustion and the resulting emissions.

2.1 Chemical Structure and Composition of Biodiesel
A variety of different feedstocks can be used to make biodiesel.

These

feedstocks include vegetable oils such as soybean, cottonseed, rapeseed, and algae as
well as animal fats such as poultry fat (lard) and yellow grease. In order to further
explain the chemical composition of biodiesel, it is important to investigate the chemical
structure of the vegetable oils or animal fats used in the transesterification process to
produce biodiesel. Figure 2.1 shows the chemical structure of vegetable oil, also called
a triclyglyerol, or triglyceride.
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O
CH2 – O – C – R1
O
CH – O – C – R2
O
CH2 – O – C – R3
Figure 2.1. The chemical structure of vegetable oil [8]

A Triglyceride is composed of glycerin esters with long chain acids, called fatty
acids [9]. The long hydrocarbon chains are represented by R1, R2, and R3 in the figure.
Triglycerides which are solid at room temperature are called fats, typically
derived from animals and contain saturated fatty acids (containing no carbon-carbon
double bonds). Saturated fatty acids are tightly packed together giving the triglycerides
a relatively high melting point. Triglycerides which are liquid at room temperature are
called oils. These oils are typically derived from plants such as soybean, peanuts or
cotton seed and are composed of triglycerides with unsaturated fatty acids (containing
carbon-carbon double bonds). They do not pack tightly together yielding a lower melting
point and yielding a liquid product when at room temperature.
Fatty acids compose the majority of mass of a triglyceride molecule; therefore
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they have the most influence on the properties of different bio-fuels. Depending on the
oil or fat used, the fatty acid composition differs as well as the carbon chain length and
the number of carbon-carbon double bonds. The most common fatty acid chains in
vegetable oils and animal fats are shown in table 2.1. The structures of these chains
are designated by two numbers separated by a colon. The first number indicates the
number of carbon atoms in the chain and the second number indicates the number of
double bonds. The difference in the physical properties can be seen specifically in
melting point, where those containing more palmitic fatty acids have a higher melting
point than those having a higher percentage of Linolenic fatty acids.

Yellow
Cotton

Melting

Fatty Acid

Structure

Seed

Safflower

Soybean

Peanut

Lard

Grease

Myristic

14:0

0-2

0

0

0

1-2

2.43

Palmitic

16:0

25-28

8.60

6-10

8-11

28

23.24

64 °C

Stearic

18:0

0-1

0-2

2-5

2-5

12

12.96

70 °C

Oleic

18:1

10-13

10-12

20-23

45-48

48

44.32

16 °C

Linoleic

18:2

50-57

70-77

50-55

28-31

6

6.97

-5 °C

Linolenic

18:3

0

0

5-6

0-1

0

0.67

-11 °C

Point

Table 2.1. Fatty acid composition of vegetable oils and animal fats %, by weight [8, 10,
11]
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2.2 Transesterification Process
In order to reduce the viscosity of bio-fuels, a process called transesterification is
used. There are three main methods to produce esters from vegetable oils and animal
fats: 1. base catalyzed transesterification of the oil with alcohol, 2. Direct acid catalyzed
esterification of the oil with methanol, and 3. Conversion of the oil to fatty acids, and
then to Alkyl esters with acid catalysis. The majority of biodiesel made today utilizes
method one with a base catalyst reaction. This method is preferred due to the low
temperature and pressure, high conversion rate and low reaction time, and direct
conversion to methyl ester [12].
The production of biodiesel, called transesterification, is a chemical reaction
between long chain fatty acids with an alcohol such as methanol or ethanol in the
presence of a catalyst to produce mono-alkyl esters (biodiesel) and glycerin. R1, R2,
and R3 represent long chains of carbon and hydrogen atoms, called fatty acids. The
transesterification process is shown in the following figure.
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O

O

CH3 – O – C – R1

CH2 – O – C – R1

CH – O – C – R2

+

3 CH3OH
(Catalyst)

CH3 – O – C – R2
O

O
CH2 – O – C – R3

Triglyceride

CH2 – OH

O

O

+

CH – OH
CH2 – OH

CH3 – O – C – R3

Methanol

Mixture of Fatty Acids

Glycerol

Figure 2.2. Transesterification process of triglyceride with methanol [8]

In this process, a triglyceride, which is an ester, is reacted with an alcohol
(methanol) and a catalyst (KOH, NaOCH3, or NaOH) the triglyceride molecule splits into
two products: glycerol and a mixture of fatty acid esters called biodiesel.

2.3 Technical Background of Biodiesel
Biodiesel is defined as a mono-alkyl ester, or long chain fatty acid, derived from
vegetable oils or animal fats [12]. In addition, all production biodiesel is tested and must
conform to ASTM D6751 standards. Those not meeting these standards are technically
not biodiesel, thereby protecting the quality and integrity of each batch of biodiesel
produced and distributed for consumer use. Biodiesel or “neat” biodiesel refers to the
pure fuel before it is mixed with diesel fuel. Biodiesel blends are denoted as BXX where
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XX refers to the percentage by volume of biodiesel added to the diesel fuel.

It is

completely soluble in petroleum based diesel fuel, so biodiesel can be used as a blend
and utilizes one fuel tank for both fuels.

This is a unique advantage over other

alternative fuels and gives the consumer the option of choosing biodiesel blends without
significant engine modification.
In addition to its renewable quality, substantial research has been conducted on
its reduction of harmful emissions when used to fuel compression ignition engines.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2), a leader in the increase of greenhouse gases, is consumed by
the feedstocks used to produce biodiesel. Furthermore, due to the oxygenated nature
of biodiesel approximately 11% by weight, this may result in more complete engine
combustion and possibly lower exhaust emissions.
Further restrictions on exhaust emissions by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) have mandated levels of sulfur in petroleum diesel fuel to be 15ppm or
less as of June 1, 2006. Unfortunately the hydrotreating process used to reduce the
amount of sulfur in the fuel has lead to inadequate lubrication of internal engine
components, or decreased lubricity. The lubricity of the fuel is defined as measurement
of the scarring or wearing between two metal parts in contact with each other. Lubricity
analysis is done using a high-frequency reciprocating rig (HFRR) or by using the
scuffing load ball on cylinder evaluator (SL-BOCLE). The reduction of fuel lubricity has
been linked to the removal of oxygen and nitrogen in the fuel which occurs
simultaneously during sulfur removal [13, 14].

Anastopoulos et al conducted research

using biodiesel blends and found a decrease in HFRR with blends as low as 0.15%-5%
biodiesel by volume. However, Wadumesthrige et al found that lubricity levels sharply
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increase with the addition of biodiesel fuel with maximum benefit at approximately 2
vol% with the HFRR method [15].
Despite the positives associated with replacing petroleum oil with biodiesel, there
are a number of disadvantages that need further research and development. Biodiesel
has a lower heating value than petroleum oil as well as a higher price/gallon due to the
current production costs and feedstocks used to produce biodiesel. The fuel is shown to
have increased viscosity measurement at lower temperatures making cold weather
starting an important issue to research. Cold flow impacts require research of the cloud
point and cold filter plugging point of biodiesel.

The cloud point is defined as the

temperature at which small solid crystals begin to form. The cold filter plugging point
(CFPP) is defined as the temperature at which fuel will cause a fuel filter to plug due to
fuel components that have begun to crystallize or gel. Furthermore, biodiesel exhibits
poor oxidative stability, especially in long term storage, and can be attacked by bacteria
and mold growth in the presence of water.

Oxidative stability is defined as the

propensity of fuels to react with oxygen at temperatures near ambient or room
temperature. This reaction is often slower than that of thermal stability, changes in fuel
due to increased temperatures, producing varnish deposits and sediment in the tank
and engine components.

2.4 Physical Properties of Biodiesel
The properties of biodiesel and diesel fuel are quite similar. Therefore the direct
application of biodiesel fuel in diesel fueled engines is a strong contender as an
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alternative fuel.

The table below shows variety of typical feedstocks used to make

biodiesel and properties compared to ultra-low diesel fuel.

Yellow
Cotton
Property

Choice
White

ULSD

Seed

Soybean

Peanut

Lard

Grease

Grease

2.7

4.2

4.4

4.9

4.85

5.62

4.7

Cetane Number

42

58.3

47.2

54

63.6

57.8

58.4

Cloud Point (C)

-2

3

2-6

5

14

42

9

Pour Point (C)

-11

-3

0

-

11

12

-

Flash Point (C)

153

167

176

128

160

164

43.9

39.8

33.6

39.9

40.0

43.0

0.8475

0.887

0.883

0.8762

0.8789

0.8721

Kinematic

Viscosity,

(mm2/sec)40C

Lower Heating Value
(MJ/kg)
Density (kg/m3)

Table 2.2. Physical properties of biodiesel and ULSD [16, 17]

2.5 NOx and PM Formation and effects
Internal combustion engines are a significant source contributing to the declining
air quality in the United States.

Diesel engines in particular emit emissions of

hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate
matter (PM) in addition to nonregulated emissions of Poly (cyclic)-aromatic
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hydrocarbons (PAH), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and aldehydes. The following section will
discuss NOx and PM emissions.

2.5.1 NOx Emissions
NOx emissions, usually defined as Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
are produced during combustion. NO is the predominant species produced due to the
oxidation of Nitrogen in the atmosphere.

The principal reactions governing NO

formation from molecular Nitrogen in combustion near stoichiometric fuel-air mixtures
are known as the extended Zeldovich mechanism and are shown below [18].
O + N2  NO + N

(2.1)

N + O2  NO + O

(2.2)

N + OH  NO + H

(2.3)

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are known as the Thermal NO mechanism, introduced by Ya. B.
Zeldovich, and describe the NO formation in the post flame region. In 1956, Fenimore
and James proposed a third reaction, equation 2.3, to address reactions that are fuel
rich.

NOx emissions produced during engine combustion include nitrogen oxide, nitric
acid, nitrous oxide, nitrates, and nitric oxide. The emission of these compounds into the
environment has been found to adversely affect our health and environment; more
specifically, the production of smog and acid rain.

This increase in environmental
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pollution has been found to affect breathing and respiratory function, as well as the
degradation of our ground water supply due to acid rain.
Numerous researches have been conducted to determine the quantity and the
effect that raw exhaust gasses have on the environment. In particular, the emissions
produced using biodiesel fuel has stirred much controversy. The majority of research
indicates an agreement in the reduction of SOF and particulate matter or soot.
However, the effect of biodiesel fuel on NOx emissions has been reported with
conflicting results. Early reported research of biodiesel blends on engine emissions
indicated a reduction of CO, PM, and THC with a slight increase in NOx when compared
to diesel fuel [19-28]. In response to the conflicting claims of increasing or decreasing
NOx emissions with the use of biodiesel fuel, the Environment Protection Agency (EPA)
published an extensive report in 2002 [22]. This report contained a compilation of data
from research that was conducted by a variety of researchers regarding the effect of
NOx on compression ignition engines fueled with biodiesel. The EPA report concluded
that engines fueled with B20 increased NOx emissions by 2% and those fueled with
B100 was increased by 10%.

They further concluded that regulated emissions of

carbon monoxide, total unburned hydrocarbon, and particulate matter were reduced
considerably with the used of BD compared to diesel fuel. This quantification by the
EPA spurred further investigation as well as questions regarding the validity of the
conclusions.

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) published data

regarding the effect of BD on vehicle emissions and addressed the earlier EPA report
[29]. They concluded that there does not seem to be a discrepancy on NOx emissions.
Although individual engines may show an increase or decrease in NOx, the net effect
was very small. Furthermore, the EPA report evaluated data that was obtained from
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older engines with the majority of the engines tested from the model year 1997, and
some as early as 1991. In addition, nearly half of the engines reported were from one
engine manufacturer. The data compiled by the EPA also contained both light and
heavy duty engine testing, different testing conditions and emission testing cycles, and
different biodiesel feedstocks.
Recently, more studies reporting NOx emissions to be similar and possibly lower
than that of ULSD emissions based on the engine strategy used [29-33].

2.5.2 The effect of biodiesel fuel on particulate matter
Particulate matter (PM) is a complex mixture that consists of “primary” and
“secondary” particles that are generated during the combustion process. Primary diesel
particulates form from the carbon in the fuel and incomplete combustion of fuel
hydrocarbons which occurs during combustion with oxygen deficiency or poor fuel
mixing.

Secondary particles are formed when diesel exhaust gases react with the

atmosphere. Soot formation is predominately in the temperature range of 1000 – 2800K
at pressures of 50 – 100 atm and with sufficient air to burn the fuel. Overall the entire
process takes only milliseconds to complete [18].
It is well know that biodiesel (neat and blends) can reduce diesel particulate
matter in the exhaust stream [22, 23, 34]. However, Boehman et al. have indicated
additional benefits with respect to particulate matter [35]. Specifically, the variation in
oxidative reactivity between soot derived from different fuels thereby enhancing the rate
of soot oxidation. Biodiesel fuel was also found to increase the SOF content of the
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particulate matter providing reactive hydrocarbons to react in the DPF.

Similar

investigations have shown that particulate matter produced with biodiesel fuel changes
the characteristics of the insoluble fraction of particulates by altering the nanostructure
of the primary soot particles, yielding a more amorphous soot structure and oxidative
reactivity [35-37]. The increase in oxidative reactivity of the soot particles from biodiesel
translates to an enhanced rate of soot oxidation on the diesel particulate filter during
regeneration as well as a lower temperature required to achieve regeneration [35, 38,
39].

2.5.3 Effect of EGR on Combustion and Emissions
Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) is a very effective method in reducing NOx
emissions. The overall principle of EGR is to use part of the exhaust gas to dilute the
intake air before entering the cylinder chamber. Cooled EGR, exhaust gas that uses a
small EGR cooler before mixing with the intake air, will lower the in-cylinder temperature
in several ways. First, the EGR gas dilutes the oxygen concentration with CO2 and H2O
into the charge air, in order to reduce the reaction rate. Second, the EGR gas increases
the specific heat of the charge air to absorb some of the energy. Ladommatos et al
documented that the addition of EGR prolongs the ignition delay due to lower oxygen
concentration [40]. This longer ignition delay causes the combustion process shifting
toward the expansion stroke and the combustion gases spending shorter periods at high
temperatures, leading to lower NOx formation.

However, adverse effects due to

increased EGR rates include an increase in brake specific fuel consumption, particulate
matter, and CO emissions [41, 42].
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2.6 Exhaust Emissions Control
The increasing restrictions on vehicle exhaust gas emissions has led to the
development of numerous aftertreatment products. Products to remove harmful CO and
HC emissions lead to the development of the diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC). The
diesel particulate filter advanced to trap particulate matter and meet EPA particulate
matter restrictions. Finally, NOx emissions have brought about the invention of lean
NOx traps (LNT) and Urea-SCR.

The following sections will discuss these

aftertreatment systems in more detail.

2.6.1 Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
A diesel oxidation catalyst is a flow through device containing a honeycomb
structure or substrate. The substrate has a large surface area that is coated with a
catalytic washcoat, typically platinum or palladium. As the exhaust gas flows over the
substrate HC, CO, and some PM are oxidized, thereby reducing harmful pollutants in
diesel engine emissions.
The role of the oxidation catalyst is to transform pollutants such as CO, gaseous
and liquid HC into CO2 and water through the process of oxidation. Oxidation is defined
as the loss of electrons by a molecule, atom or ion; or simply defined as the increase in
oxidation number. Therefore, sufficient oxygen must be present in the exhaust gas to
oxidize the HC and CO either by lean combustion or introducing air into the exhaust
stream.

Approximately 20-30% of total PM mass of diesel exhaust is attributed to

saturated hryrocarbons, or soluble organic fraction (SOF) and are the most difficult to
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oxidize [18]. Under certain operating conditions, DOC’s have been documented to show
SOF reduction of 80 – 90%.
Baik [43] studied a 6 cylinder diesel engine with and without a DOC and
compared the effect of ULSD and B20 on engine performance and emissions. Overall,
the addition of the DOC showed a slight decrease in engine power and increase in fuel
consumption for the fuels tested as expected. The B20 blend had a slightly higher
reduction in power than the ULSD due to the lower heating values of biodiesel.
However, the B20 blend showed an 18% reduction in PM compared to 5% with ULSD.
CO and HC decreased 6% - 17% respectively with B20.

2.6.2 The diesel particulate filter
The diesel particulate filter (DPF) is an emission reduction device designed to
remove particulate matter (PM) or soot from the exhaust stream of a diesel engine.
Particulate matter is the byproduct of incomplete combustion comprised primarily of
unburned fuel hydrocarbons; with a smaller contribution being from the lubricating oil
[18]. The DPF physically traps, stores and oxidizes the particulate matter generated
during combustion that is present in the exhaust, significantly reducing PM emissions
emitted into the atmosphere. The physical structure of the DPF is characterized as a
wall-flow monolith or a segmented ceramic structure.
ceramics are Cordierite and Silicon Carbide.

The two most widely used

Typically a filter manufactured with

Cordierite is done by an extrusion process and is one whole piece, or a monolith.
However, filters manufactured with Silicon Carbide are extruded into segments which
are then connected together to form the correct filter size. A monolithic Cordierite and a
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segmented Silicon Carbide filter are shown below.

Figure 2.3. Monolith and Segmented Diesel Particulate Filter [44]
The exhaust gas enters the open channel and is forced through the porous walls
dividing the channels leaving the soot behind and clean exhaust out. Due to the nature
of the DPF, it is essential to have a regeneration technique to burn off the soot and
prevent the trap from getting clogged.

Although numerous techniques have been

proposed, they can be simplified into two main categories; passive and active
regeneration.

Regeneration types and strategies
Regeneration is the process of elevating the exhaust temperature flowing
through the DPF to burn the soot trapped within the core of the filter. This process
restores the DPF allowing exhaust gas to flow through the device and preserving
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performance and efficiency of the engine. Regeneration types and strategies depend
on the engine use and control capabilities and are defined as passive or active
regeneration.
Passive regeneration occurs when engine temperatures elevate from 200°C to
400°C due to normal driving conditions to continuously burn off small amounts of
trapped soot within the DPF. This type of regeneration is done automatically through
the ECU calibration and utilizes a catalyzed DPF to reduce the ignition temperature of
the soot.
Active regeneration can occur at idle or during driving conditions to burn off large
amounts of soot at one time.

A regeneration event typically requires exhaust

temperatures of approximately 600°C to burn off the soot. This type of regeneration is
done automatically when the pressure drop, or local exhaust temperature, reaches a
predetermined level. The pressure drop steadily increases as the soot accumulates on
the filter, reducing the volume of exhaust gas that can flow through the device. Precise
control of the pressure drop is required to eliminate excessive fuel penalties and thermal
runaway within the DPF [18].
Active regeneration is initiated by the injection of fuel or hydrocarbons into the
exhaust stream.

This is accomplished by either directly injecting the fuel into the

exhaust stream or by adding a post injection scheme to the ECU. The addition of fuel in
the exhaust will initiate hydrocarbon combustion when it reacts with the diesel oxidation
catalyst, elevating the temperature within the desired range before it enters the DPF.
Williams et al [39] evaluated the effect of biodiesel blends on DPF performance
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utilizing a passive regeneration strategy.

A 2002 5.9L Cummins engine was equipped

with a 12L catalyzed continuously regenerating technology (CCRT) DPF by Johnson
Matthey. This system is comprised of a DOC followed by a wall flow through DPF. This
passively regenerated system is used in applications with average exhaust
temperatures of 200°C-250°C.

Overall, results showed that the balance point

temperature was 45°C lower for B20 and 112°C lower for B100. Regeneration rates
between the fuels were also recorded showing a measurable increase in the rate of DPF
regeneration at a specific operating point for biodiesel blends over ULSD. PM was also
found to oxidize quicker with biodiesel blends than ULSD with blends as little as 5% by
volume of biodiesel.
Research conducted at Pennsylvania State University on a Cummins ISB 5.9L
direct injection turbo diesel engine investigated the DPF regeneration behavior of
biodiesel particulates [35]. They utilized a fixed steady state engine loading condition to
load the DPF followed by a two step low and high temperature passive regeneration
strategy. In this study, the break even temperature (BET) was determined from the
slope of the variation of pressure drop as the temperature is increased similar to other
research [39]. Tests were conducted with ULSD, B20 and B100. They found a 30°C
reduction in BET temperature with B100 compared to ULSD. This temperature shift in
the BET corresponded to a maximum NO2 production over the DPF. Therefore the
correlation suggests that the internal NO2 production in the DPF is a mechanism for
neat biodiesel to lower the BET temperature.
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2.6.3 Urea-Selective Catalytic Reduction
Urea-selective catalytic reduction or Urea-SCR aids in the reduction of nitrogen
oxides, or NOx from diesel engine applications. A dosing system injects the diesel
exhaust fluid, specifically urea, into the hot exhaust gas stream prior to the catalyst. The
spray droplets then undergo hydrolysis and thermoylsis in the catalyst thereby reducing
NOx emissions. Fang and Fisher both provided a more detailed explanation of this
reaction [45, 46] when urea is used as the reductant. The reduction of NOx from the
exhaust is defined by the NOx conversion efficiency, or deNOx efficiency. This process
begins after the urea is injected into the hot exhaust stream. The urea decomposes in
two steps: Thermolysis of finely sprayed urea into ammonia and isocyanic acid and
Hydrolysis of isocyanic acid shown in the following equations respectively.
(NH2)2CONH3 + HNCO

(2.4)

HNCO + H2ONH3 + CO2

(2.5)

These two steps correspond to the overall urea decomposition shown in the following
equation.
(NH2)2CO + H2O  2NH3 + CO2

(2.6)

Furthermore, conversion within a SCR catalyst is a function of: temperature, mass flow,
NO/NO2 balance, NH3 distribution and NOx/NH3 ratio, as well as the ageing of the
catalyst.
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2.7 Fuel oil dilution
The constant evolvement of emission requirements in the United States has
driven the development and addition of numerous aftertreatment devices for diesel
engines as well as an interest in alternative fuels. Each individual aftertreatment device
has specific requirements for exhaust components and temperatures required to work
efficiently.

Meeting these requirements, specifically for an actively regenerated diesel

particulate filter (DPF), can lead to fuel dilution of the engine oil.
The dilution of fuel in engine oil is a function of the engine operating strategy and
properties of the fuel used. Biodiesel, in particular, is made of fatty methyl esters which
are inherent to different physical attributes compared to ULSD: higher surface tension,
higher viscosity and lubricity, and lower volatility.

The mechanism for oil dilution,

regardless of fuel used, is driven by the low volatility components in the fuel. These low
volatile components require longer vaporizing after injection which may deposit on the
cylinder walls during combustion. As the piston moves down during the power stroke,
these deposits can be pushed down into the crankcase. Fuel dilution of motor oil can be
detrimental to an engine and its components. Viscosity, in particular, is an important
factor in the quality of engine oil. As the viscosity decreases metal to metal contact can
occur causing catastrophic failure of bearings and the wearing of the pistons and rings.
Blackburn et al. [47] conducted engine tests on a four cylinder direct injection
diesel engine fueled with soybean B100.

They found unacceptably high ester

contamination of the crankcase lubricant at 0.2% of the fuel flow rate. The gradual
contaminant of unburned fuel in the crankcase oil reduced the viscosity followed by an
oxidative thickening and subsequent increase in viscosity. Total base number (TBN),
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total acid number (TAN), and insolubles remained within satisfactory limits over the
length of the experiment.

However, evidence was found of copper/lead bearing

corrosion following engine inspection.
Andreae et al. [48] measured the fuel dilution and evaporation rates of ULSD
and B20 of a six cylinder turbocharged diesel engine. The engine was equipped with a
diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) followed by a DPF. The fuel oil dilution was monitored
during regeneration mode utilizing late in-cylinder injection at two different operating
points. Results showed that the late injection led to significant fuel dilution, particularly
at low speeds and loads. Evaporation of the fuel in the oil was found to be a function of
the concentration and operating point showing higher evaporation at increased load and
speed.

B20 showed higher dilution rates than ULSD, and showed lower rates of

evaporation due to higher distillation temperatures of methyl esters as compared to
ULSD.
Parks et al. used Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy to evaluate the
oil dilution that can occur when in-cylinder fuel injection strategies for rich operation are
used on a Mercedes 1.7L diesel engine [49]. This technique utilizes a florescent dye
which is added to the fuel and measured by fiber optic probes located in the engine oil
pan. They found, comparing the LIF to the Gas Chromatography (GC) technique, a
magnitude of 7 of fuel in oil concentration.

This discrepancy is due to the lack of

evaporation of the dye used in the LIF technique. Therefore as the fuel evaporates from
the engine oil under normal engine conditions, the LIF technique would show a higher
value.

However, this technique is valuable for rapid feedback and controls

development.

Overall observations from the experiments found that fuel oil dilution
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increases as post injection events are further from TDC. Longer post injection events
have also been found to increase the rate of fuel oil dilution.

2.8 Low Temperature Combustion
Conventional diesel combustion is plagued with higher soot and NOx emissions,
while producing lower THC and CO emissions. Conventional diesel combustion mixes
fuel and air prior to ignition, with ignition of the mixture typically before the fuel is fully
mixed.

The fuel that is not burned during the premixed combustion burns in the

diffusion flame at close to stoichiometric conditions. The high temperatures associated
with stoichiometric conditions attributes to the formation of NOx, with soot formed
primarily during the diffusion flame burn.
In contrast, operating the engine in the low temperature combustion (LTC) mode
provides a promising alternative to CIDI combustion, concurrently reducing soot and the
formation of NOx emissions. The LTC strategy used in conjunction with biodiesel fuels
will incorporate two relevant topics predominant in research today to meet stringent EPA
requirements.

2.8.1 Modulated Kinetics Combustion
The MK concept is a combustion phenomenon developed by researches at
Nissan Motor Company [50, 51]. It can be defined as a low temperature, premixed
combustion strategy which concurrently reduces PM and NOx emissions. The basic
concept of MK combustion developed by Kimura et al can be seen in the schematic of
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figure 2.4.

NOx Reduction
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SOF, UHC
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Combustion System Optimization
(Gas Flow, Piston Cavity Configuration, Etc.)

Figure 2.4. Scheme of modulated kinetics combustion [50]

The formation of in-cylinder NOx, discussed earlier in section 2.5.1, is exceptionally
sensitive to the combustion temperature. Therefore an effective strategy to reduce NOx
formation is to reduce the in-cylinder combustion temperature.

The MK concept

achieves this by increasing the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to deplete the O2
concentration available for combustion. However, this reduction in O2 concentration
produces a trade off and increases the smoke, or particulate matter. Kimura et al then
concluded that the particulate formation could be decreased by operating the engine in
a premixed combustion process. Premixed combustion thoroughly mixes the fuel and
oxygen before ignition begins. This is done by retarding the timing thereby prolonging
the ignition delay to operate in the premixed combustion regime. However, utilizing the
MK combustion concept deteriorates fuel consumption, SOF, and UHC. In order to
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expand the MK combustion region, optimization of the combustion system is needed.
The piston cavity configuration can be expanded to avoid the penalty of increasing UHC
due to higher injection pressures which cause the fuel injection spray to hit the cylinder
wall. The use of cooled EGR and lower compression ratios can be used to prolong the
ignition delay and larger nozzle holes can be used to shorten the injection duration.
Finally, increased swirl ratio can be applied to minimize the deteriorating fuel
consumption due to retarded injection timing can all be utilized to minimize these
tradeoffs.

2.8.2 Smokeless Rich Diesel Combustion
Toyota Motor Company has developed another low temperature combustion
technique called smokeless rich diesel combustion [52]. Akihama and coworkers have
used a similar approach by using high levels of cooled EGR, in excess of 50%, while
advancing injection timing to reduce the flame temperature. The flame temperature is
reduced to a level that results in no soot or NOx formation in the cylinder. Furthermore,
Akihama found that the quantity of EGR required for low particulate formation
decreased slightly as the EGR temperature was lowered from 150°C to 100°C.
The equivalence ratio and temperature (Φ - T) map is shown in figure 2.5. The Φ - T
map was developed from constant volume bomb experiments coupled with KIVA
simulation. Three different zones have been labeled in the figure to take advantage of
the low soot and NOx operating points: Kamimoto’s [53] high temperature combustion
method, and two low temperature regions:
combustion.

HCCI and smokeless rich or LTC

Operating the engine in the lower temperature range prevents the
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formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) in cylinder from progressing into
soot particles.

Figure 2.5. Combustion strategies at maximum heat release [52]
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2.8.3 Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition Combustion (HCCI)
Homogeneous charge compression ignition combustion (HCCI) incorporates the
principle of premixed combustion to reduce emissions and improve efficiency. HCCI
implements the best of both spark ignition (SI) engines and compression ignition (CI)
engines to simultaneously reduce both particulate matter and NOx. The HCCI strategy
utilizes a premixed homogenous fuel/air mixture which is spontaneously ignited by
compression of the piston.

The fuel/air mixture is diluted either by utilizing lean

combustion with low equivalence ratios, or through the use of high levels of EGR.
In principal, HCCI combustion is an ideal combustion process due to the high
thermal efficiencies and extremely low NOx and PM emissions. However, unless the
engine geometry or operational conditions are adjusted, the HCCI strategy has a very
narrow operating range as seen in figure 2.5.

Specifically, the main challenges

hindering HCCI implementation in CI engines are:
1.

High cylinder pressures and peak pressure rise rates (PPRR) at high loads.

2.

Low load combustion efficiency.

3.

Difficulty in controlling the autoignition combustion process.
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2.8.4 The Influence of Biodiesel on Low Temperature Combustion
Low temperature combustion is an emerging strategy used to attain the
simultaneous reduction of soot and NOx formation for diesel fueled engines.

In

addition, further LTC research is ongoing with respect to the application of biodiesel
fuels and the effect these fuels have on LTC combustion. Zheng et.al [54, 55] studied
the effect of biodiesel fuel in a 4-cylinder direct injection diesel engine with engine speed
at 1500rpm and 8bar IMEP. The amount of EGR applied to the engine was tested from
0% - 70% and the start of injection (SOI) varied with respect to the test group. Overall,
they found that biodiesel produced comparable engine out NOx emissions with soot,
CO, and UHC emissions lower compared to diesel fueled engine.

Furthermore,

biodiesel was found to have sustainable combustion for both high EGR rates and
retarded SOI. This is explained by the higher cetane number of biodiesel and increased
oxygen accessible during combustion.
Fang et.al [56] studied an optical single cylinder direct injected engine for both late
and early low temperature combustion strategies for diesel and soy based biodiesel fuel
blends. Testing was done at 1500 rpm and 2 bar IMEP using single injection strategies.
They found that a longer ignition delay could be seen with increased biodiesel content.
This is due to the higher boiling point of the biodiesel fuel. In addition, optimum results
were obtained with retarded post-TDC injection timing.

This resulted in the

simultaneous reduction of soot and NOx with reasonable fuel economy.

They

concluded that the combination of injection timing optimization with biodiesel fuel
blending ratio will optimize the soot/NOx tradeoff for optimum results in diesel engines.
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Recent work at the University of Michigan by Northrop et.al [57] studied the effect of
late LTC combustion in a multi-cylinder diesel engine operating at 1500rpm, 400 kpa
BMEP and EGR percentage at 50%. Injection pressure was varied at 800,1000, and
1200 bar with injection timing at 5,7 and 9 degree BTDC. Testing was done for soybased biodiesel, B100, B50, B20, and ULSD. They found that NOx emissions were a
function of combustion phasing and were found insignificant with respect to the increase
in biodiesel blends.
Karra et.al [58] studied the effect of biodiesel fuel (B0, B20, and B100) on low
temperature combustion for a medium duty diesel engine. Single and multiple injection
strategies were used with engine speed at 1400rpm, EGR at 0% and 30%, and the
engine load at 7.11, 6.85, and 5.97 bar BMEP with respect to increasing biodiesel
content. They found that the increase in injection pressure resulted in an increase in
NOx and a decrease in soot, regardless of the fuel type. This became less significant at
higher EGR percentages. The use of double injection strategies were shown to reduce
both NOx and soot emissions simultaneously.

Furthermore, the increase in NOx

emissions during LTC combustion regimes was not affected with B20 blends.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND APPARATUS
The following chapter describes in detail the experimental methods and
apparatus used to conduct the study. The first part of the chapter includes a description
of the diesel engine setup, data acquisition, and emission measurement system. The
remainder of the chapter is devoted to the aftertreatment devices and fuels used during
this investigation and their properties.

3.1 The Scope of Experimental Investigation
The following work will examine the fuel effect between biodiesel blends (B20)
and ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel. The investigation of aftertreatment devices, specifically
a diesel oxidation catalyst coupled with a diesel particulate filter and Urea-SCR will be
tested to determine the B20 fuel effect on their performance and effectiveness.
Furthermore, low NOx combustion regimes will be studied to understand the difference
in operation on combustion and emissions between the two fuels.

3.2 VM 2.8L Engine Setup
Experiments were conducted on a 2005 model year 2.8L VM Motori direct
injection, 4 cylinder, common rail, variable geometry turbocharged engine equipped with
cooled high pressure EGR. The basic engine specifications are listed in table 3.1. The
engine was coupled to a 112kW General Electric DC dynamometer used to load and
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motor the engine for steady state testing. The engine test cell is seen in the following
figure.

Quantity

Description

Manufacturer/Year

VM Motori 2005

Rated Power (KW)

120 @ 3800 rpm

Maximum torque (Nm)

400 @ 1800 rpm

Bore (mm)

94

Stroke (mm)

100

Compression ratio

17.5:1

Inlet Valve Opens (CAD)

15.6° ±2° ATDC

Inlet Valve Close (CAD)

64.4° ±2° ABDC

Exhaust Valve Open (CAD)

66° ±2° BBDC

Exhaust Valve Close (CAD)

32° ±2° ATDC

Firing Order

1-3-4-2

Maximum Common Rail Pressure (Bar)

1350

Table 3.1 Engine Specifications
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Intercooler

Intake Air

Cooling
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2.8L Diesel
Engine
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Throttle
Actuator

DC
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Figure 3.1. 2.8L Diesel Engine Setup

The basic engine remains similar to production, but the open ECU configuration
was used to modify calibration of the injection quantities and timing, EGR valve control,
etc. utilizing ETAS software INCA v5.4.

The engine was further instrumented to

measure the following operating parameters.
The instantaneous engine speed is measured using a BEI incremental optical
shaft encoder. The encoder is attached at the pulley end of the crankshaft by means of
a flexible coupler. The encoder produces 720 pulses per revolution or 1440 pulses per
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cycle. The optical encoder consists of a LED light which passes through a disk with
patterned lines or slots. The slots in the disk separate the light beam which is then
picked up by the photosensor. A square wave signal is produced and inputted into the
high speed data acquisition software to record the data in crank angle degrees.

Figure 3.2. BEI optical shaft encoder

The pressure variation in the cylinders is measured by four Kistler piezoelectric
transducers mounted in the existing glow plug holes utilizing customized sleeve
adaptors. The output of each transducer is directed to a Kistler charge amplifier that
converts charge signal into voltage. The charge amplifier scale and sensitivity settings
are entered for each calibrated pressure transducer to ensure accurate pressure
readings within the cylinders.
High speed data acquisition is done using an engine combustion analyzer
provided by Electro-Mechanical Associates. Utilizing the engine cylinder pressure data
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and crank angle encoder cylinder to cylinder pressure and combustion differences as
well as combustion duration is recorded.

High Speed Data
Acquisition
Terminal

Computer

Low Speed Data
Acquisition
Terminals

Figure 3.3. High and low speed data acquisition computer from EMA

Due to the scope of the project, the majority of the parameters monitored during
testing are measured after the turbocharger. Exhaust emissions are monitored using a
Horiba OBS-2200 series capable of on-board vehicle emission measurement system.
The system consists of a vibration proof gas analyzers, a laptop PC for control and data
logging, and a tail pipe attachment with pitot tube to measure exhaust flow rate.
Exhaust species measurement include CO and CO2 measured by an NDIR analyzer
without water extraction, THC concentration using a FID analyzer, and NO and NOx
concentrations measured by a CLD analyzer.
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Filter
Power
Supply

Exhaust sample
Zero Air

Span Air

FID Fuel

Computer
Figure 3.4. Horiba Emissions Bench OBS-2200
The air fuel ratio (A/F), excess air ratio ( ), and Oxygen (%O2) concentrations in
the engine exhaust is measured using a Horiba Mexa-700

analyzer. This instrument is

utilized to verify and monitor the percent Oxygen in the exhaust during post injection and
maintain high exhaust temperatures for DPF regeneration.

Figure 3.5. Horiba Mexa-700λ display and sensor
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Pressure measurements in the proposed aftertreatment configuration are
recorded using a MKS Baraton 220 absolute and differential heated pressure transducer
capable of measuring from 0-19psi. In the case of the absolute sensor, the reference
side is pumped with 1x10-7 Torr and sealed having only one connector on the
measurement port. The differential pressure transducer has connectors on both the
reference, or low pressure, and the measurement port.

The differential pressure

transducer is used to measure the pressure drop associated with soot loading of the
diesel particulate filter.

Inlet

Outlet

Figure 3.6. MKS heated differential pressure transducer

Exhaust speciation is done using a MKS type 2030 multi-gas analyzer. The
multi-gas is a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) based gas analyzer used to measure
multiple exhaust gases. When a gas sample is introduced into the gas cell, the infrared
beam is partially absorbed by the gas species present.

The resulting spectral
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frequencies absorbed and their intensities are due to the atoms associated with the
chemical bond and strength of that bond. The absorption spectrum is unique for each
infrared-active gas. The multi-gas analyzer measures the absorption spectrum, and its
analysis algorithm measures the concentration of each gas using pre-loaded
calibrations.

Figure 3.7. MKS Multi-Gas 2030 FTIR exhaust gas analyzer

An AVL 415S smoke meter is used to measure the soot content of the diesel
exhaust. The smoke meter is a filter-type that passes a defined flow rate sampled from
the engines exhaust and passed through clean filter paper. The blackening of the filter
paper is detected by a photoelectric measuring head and the resulting measurement is
displayed as the Filter Smoke Number (FSN). The measurement range for the smoke
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value is from 0 -10 FSN with a soot concentration of 0 -32000 mg/m . The smoke meter
has a resolution of 0.001 FSN and 0.01 mg/m3.

Figure 3.8. Interior of AVL 415S Smoke Meter

3.2.1

Emission Measurement Principle

The measurement of CO and CO2 utilizes a heated NDIR (non-dispersive
infrared) analyzer. Figure 3.9 shows the configuration of the analyzer which consists of
a light source, a heated sample cell and a light chopper.
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Figure 3.9. Schematic of a Non-dispersive Infrared Analyzer

The analyzer is equipped with optical filters and solid state sensors, specified for CO,
CO2, H2O, and a reference wavelength. The analyzer works by introducing infrared light
passing through the heated sample cell. The light is modulated by the chopper and then
reaches the sensors. The optical filters select the wavelength that is characteristic to
the sample compounds.

During operation when the sample gas in the heated cell

contains CO, CO2, H2O, infrared radiation is adsorbed by the component of interest in
the sample. The quantity of infrared radiation that is adsorbed is proportional to the
component concentration.

Thereby reducing the light intensity measured by the

detector. The decrease in light intensity is a direct relation to the concentration of CO
and CO2 in the sample gas and is calculated using the output of each sensor. H2O
concentration is monitored as to compensate the H2O interference on the other two
components. The sample gas is heated up to 120C so that wet sample gases can be
measured without water extraction.
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The measurement of total hydrocarbon (THC) is done using a flame ionization
detector (FID). Hydrogen flame ionization uses the detection of ions generated by the
heat energy when hydrocarbons are introduced into a hydrogen flame. Hydrogen and
air are supplied to a burner and a hydrogen flame is formed. A DC voltage is applied to
electrodes located on either side of the flame. The sample gas mixed with the fuel H2 is
exposed to the hydrogen flame generating ions. The ions migrate towards the electrode
and are detected as current.

The current signal corresponds approximately in

proportion of reduced carbon atoms in the flame.
The measurement for NOx is done by using a chemi-luminescence detector
(CLD). Sample gas with nitric oxide is combined with ozone gas (O3) in a reactor to
form NO2 in an excited or activated state. The activated NO2 release light visible to
infrared light as it returns to the ground state. The degree of light is directly proportional
to the number of NO molecules before the reaction. Thus, the NO concentration in the
sample can be acquired by measuring the amount of light emission. To determine the
amount of NO2 in a sample, it must first be converted to nitric oxide (NO) because NO2
is not chemiluminescent.

3.3 Development of Post Injection
Regeneration is the process of elevating the exhaust temperature flowing
through the cDPF to burn the soot trapped within the core of the filter. This process
restores the cDPF allowing the exhaust gas to flow through the device and preserving
performance and efficiency of the engine.

Regeneration types and strategies vary

depending on the engine used and control capabilities.

For this work an active
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regeneration scheme is utilized by the initiation of an added in-cylinder post injection late
in the cycle to the ECU calibration. The late post injection provides the hydrocarbons
needed to initiate hydrocarbon combustion when it reacts with the diesel oxidation
catalyst. The heat generated increases the temperature within the desired range before
it enters the cDPF.
Before any work could be done to regenerate the cDPF, extensive knowledge of
the exothermic reaction occurring in the DOC needed to be determined for each of the
fuels used. Post injection quantities, EGR values, as well as speed and load were
modified to carefully control the temperature before it entered the cDPF. Strategies
were developed to produce repeatable temperatures before the cDPF so that the fuel
effect could be determined for the regeneration rate and the temperature at which
regeneration begins.
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Figure 3.10. Exhaust temperature before and after the DOC during post injection
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The temperature difference across the DOC is at a maximum of 250°C which can be
seen in the figure. Exceeding temperatures of 250°C may result in catalyst degradation
and premature failure of the DOC. This procedure was duplicated for B20 fuels.

3.4 Heat Release Data
The fundamentals of conventional diesel combustion heat release plots must be
explained in order to compare different combustion modes. The following figure shows
the average pressure trace of all four cylinders measured with the Kistler in-cylinder
pressure transducers. The figure depicts the engine motoring and firing at a steady
state condition 4 bar BMEP, 1200 rpm, and a dual-pilot+main injection strategy.
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Figure 3.11. Example of pressure trace
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The following figure shows the Apparent Heat Release Rate (AHRR) plot for the VM
Motori engine calculated using the measured cylinder pressure.

Figure 3.12. Example of Heat Release
The graph depicts the engine calibration of a single main injection (SOMI = 2 bTDC).
The red line indicates the heat release while the black line represents the motoring
engine condition. After the injection of the fuel, the heat release rate becomes negative
due to the fuel evaporation and heat transfer from the cylinder gas to the cylinder walls.
The heat release rate will continue to be negative until the exothermic reactions produce
more energy than lost in the evaporation of the fuel. This is followed by the premixed
combustion regime which is defined at the point the AHRR reaches the motoring curve
until the peak of the heat release curve. This represents the lighter components of the
fuel burning followed by the heavier components of the fuel burning as the AHRR begins
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to decrease. The remaining regime represents the heat release due to the diffusion
combustion of the fuel.
The following figure depicts the engine calibration with a dual-pilot injection
followed by a main injection. The above description of the AHRR plot is the same with
the addition of the small bump in the heat release curve after the two pilot injections.
This represents the cool flame regime and completion of the exothermic reactions from
the small pilot injections.

The main injection follows which leads to the premixed

combustion followed by the diffusion combustion.

Figure 3.13. Example of Heat Release with Dual-Pilot and Main Injection
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3.5 Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
The diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) used for the following study is provided by
Delphi Corporation.

The DOC and a picture of the inside catalyst is shown in the

following figures. The DOC has a platinum wash coat and has a length of 3 and a
2

diameter of 4.6 inches. The catalyst has a cell density of 400 cells/in .

Figure 3.14. Diesel oxidation catalyst and inside catalyst

3.6 Catalyzed Diesel Particulate Filter
The catalyzed diesel particulate filter (cDPF) used for the following study is
provided by Delphi Corporation. The DPF is a catalyzed silicon carbide (SiC) wall flow
type diesel particulate filter. The filter is sized at four liters with a diameter of 5.66
inches and length of 10 inches. The cDPF has a cell density of 200 cells/in2.
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Figure 3.15. Diesel particulate filter and inside catalyst

3.7 Urea-Selective Catalytic Reduction
The urea-selective catalytic reductant (Urea-SCR) system used in the following study is
provided by both Delphi and Bosch. The catalyst, provided by Delphi, is a Cu-zeolite
based catalyst which is 5.66 inches long has an O.D of 12 inches with a cell density of
400 cpsi. The experimental setup examines two types of entrance lengths, long and
short, and is shown in the following figure.
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Bosch Urea Injector
Short Conical Section

Heated line from
AdBlue Tank

SCR Catalyst

Optical Section for Urea spray
measurements (PDI, HS movies)
Flap mixing plate

Long Conical Section

Urea reductant delivery pipe

Figure 3.16. Urea-SCR setup for long and short conical sections
The Urea dosing system is provided by Bosch and contains an injector placed after the
cDPF followed by a flap mixer to mix the urea before entrance into the SCR catalyst.
The flap mixer and injector are shown in figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17. Flap Mixer and Urea injector
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The injector has a three hole spray pattern and is fixed at a 30 degree angle on the
exhaust pipe wall before the mixer. Detailed experimental data is shown by Lee et.al
[59].

3.8 Fuel Specifications
The biodiesel fuel used in this study was provided by NextDiesel in Adrian, MI
with all analysis provided by NextEnergy in Detroit, MI. Ultra low sulfur 2007 certification
diesel was supplied by Haltermann.

FA
C14:0

Choice White Grease (wt%)
1.86

C16:0

22.56

C16:1

2.97

C18:0

12.82

C18:1

41.23

C18:2

16.91

C18:3

1.65

C20:0

0

Table 3.2. Choice white grease biodiesel composition provided by NBEL at NextEnergy
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Property
Calcium & Magnesium

ASTM
EN 14538

Limits
5ppm Max

NextDiesel
< 1 ppm

Flash Point (closed cup)

D93

93C Min

164C

Methanol Content

EN14110

0.2% Max

0

Flash Point

D93

130C Min

164C

Water & Sediment

D2709

0.05% Max

0.035%

Kinematic Viscosity, 40C

D445

1.9-6.0 mm2/sec

4.7

Sulfated Ash

D874

0.02% Max

<0.001

S15 Grade

D5453

0.0015% mass Max

0.0011

S500 Grade

D5453

0.05% mass Max

Copper Strip Corrosion

D130

No. 3 Max

1a

Cetane Number

D613

47 Min

58.4

Cloud Point

D2500

Degrees C

9C

Carbon Residue – 100% D4530

0.05% Max

<0.05

Acid Number

D664

0.50 mg KOH/g Max

0.42 mg KOH/g

Free Glycerin

D6584

0.020% Max

0.005

Total Glycerin

D6584

0.240 % Max

0.134

Phosphorus Content

D4951

0.001% Max

0.0001

Distillation, T90 AET

D1160

360C Max
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Sodium & Potassium

EN14538

5 ppm Max

5.0 ppm

Oxidation Stability

EN14112

3 hrs Min

3.01 hr

Alcohol Control

Sulfur

Table 3.3. Lab analysis results provided by Nest Diesel (5/20/2008)
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF AFTERTREATMENT SYSTEMS
The following chapter describes the aftertreatment configuration used as well as
the testing procedure followed.

The effect of loading and regenerating a catalyzed

diesel particulate filter is explored with further analysis of the possibility of fuel oil dilution
that occurs during post injection regeneration events.

4.1 Diesel Oxidation Catalyst and Diesel Particulate Filter
The aftertreatment configuration tested consists of a diesel oxidation catalyst
(DOC) followed by a catalyzed diesel particulate filter (cDPF). The objective of this
portion of the study was to look at the effect biodiesel fuel will have on the loading and
regeneration rate as well as the speciation of exhaust emissions. Further analysis is
done to evaluate the effect of post injection on fuel oil dilution for B20 and ULSD.

4.1.1 The Experimental Configuration
2

A platinum coated DOC, 4.6 inches OD and 3 inches in length, and 400 cells/in

cell density is provided by Delphi Corporation. The DOC is located 18 inches from the
turbo exit and followed by the cDPF. The DPF is a catalyzed silicon carbide (SiC) wall
flow type diesel particulate filter. The filter is sized at four liters with dimensions of 5.66
inches in diameter and 10 inches long in length with a cell density of 200 cells/in2 and is
also provided by Delphi Corporation. A schematic in figure 4.1 is shown to indicate the
aftertreatment configuration and location of sensors.
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TaDPF

∆P

TbDPF

Tout %O2

Exhaust

CDPF

DOC

Figure 4.1 Aftertreatment Schematic

K-type thermocouples measure the temperature at four locations: after the turbo, before
the DOC, after the DOC and after the cDPF. A MKS heated pressure transducers
records the pressure before the DOC and across the cDPF to monitor soot loading and
the regeneration rate. A backpressure valve is used to maintain a similar load point and
constant EGR flow at the different operating speeds/test points.

The oxygen

concentration at the cDPF outlet was analyzed by an A/F meter (Horiba, MEXA 110).
Exhaust emissions were recorded using the Horiba OBS-2200 system and speciation is
done using a MKS 2030 Multi-Gas analyzer.

4.1.2 Diesel Particulate filter loading
As seen from the particulate matter studies of different engine injection
strategies and fuel effects, loading time will vary between ULSD and B20 due to lower
PM values for B20. Loading curves were developed to determine the time required to
load the DPF with 5g/L of soot. Prior to the loading curve study, the initial clean hot
cDPF weight is determined. The engine is run at a high speed and load utilizing the
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post injection strategy to elevate the temperature of the cDPF to 650C.

This

temperature is held for 30 minutes to burn off any remaining binders on the catalyst.
The initial base weight of the cDPF is 8251.2 ±0.3 grams. This initial clean weight was
achieved after each regeneration event.
The level of particulate loading of the filter will affect filter performance, therefore
individual loading curves for each of the fuels used is developed. Experiments are
conducted to understand how to repeatedly load the cDPF with the same amount of
particulate, and how to quantify that amount. In all experiments the 4L cDPF is loaded
to approximately 5g/L or 60% of typical engine use loading levels. However, different
fuels require different loading times to accumulate the same loading level. Therefore
the following loading curve procedure is used to determine the time required to
repeatedly load the cDPF with 20gm of soot.
The cDPF starts out clean and the initial cold weight is recorded. The engine is
warmed up at 1200rpm and 20% load until the engine coolant temperature stabilizes at
80°C. The engine is then brought up to the speed and load of the first test point. When
the exhaust temperature has stabilized for five minutes the hot cDPF is weighed again.
All temperatures, pressures, speed and load, as well as emissions is recorded at this
point. This determines the zero point of the loading curve and sub sequential data from
this initial point will develop the loading curve at test point #1. The cDPF is weighed as
a function of time until the soot loading is met, approximately 60% of the maximum
recommended loading, thereby developing a soot loading curve at that specific test
point and fuel. It is important to note that the weighing procedure of the cDPF during
soot loading is essential in establishing repeatability from test to test. Williams et al.
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reported significant differences in weight with respect to weighing procedures. They
found that the most robust procedure was to quickly remove the cDPF while hot and
quickly record the weight, as the DPF starts to immediately gain moisture weight as the
temperature begins to cool [39]. Care was taken to measure the DPF at approximately
400°C each time to eliminate any additional water gain.
The loading curve is shown in figure 4.2 for both B20 and ULSD as a function of
time. The soot loading time with B20 gives a 26% increase in time compared to ULSD.
This is a benefit to using B20 over ULSD because of longer loading time and decreased
number of regeneration events extending cDPF life and efficiency.
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0
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Figure 4.2. Soot loading curve of the cDPF for B20 and ULSD fuels.

Figure 4.3 below shows the repeatability of the cDPF loading point. Subsequent
soot loading obtained accuracies of ±3 grams of soot. However, after multiple loadings
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of the cDPF, a drop in soot accumulation was noted during the ULSD loading of the
cDPF. Figure 4.4 shows a picture of the inlet of the DOC after the cDPF was loaded.
Significant blockage and soot accumulation was found on the front of the DOC. This
accumulation on the DOC was accredited to the loss of overall cDPF weight saw in
loading of ULSD for the second time.

(DOC was partially blocked)
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Figure 4.3. Repeatability of cDPF loading
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Figure 4.4. Picture of the inlet of the DOC after loading the cDPF

4.1.3 Regeneration Strategy
Regeneration is the process of elevating the exhaust temperature flowing
through the cDPF to burn the soot trapped within the core of the filter. This process
restores the cDPF allowing the exhaust gas to flow through the device and preserving
performance and efficiency of the engine.

Regeneration types and strategies vary

depending on the engine used and control capabilities.

For this work an active

regeneration scheme is utilized by the initiation of an added in-cylinder post injection late
in the cycle to the ECU calibration. The late post injection provides the hydrocarbons
needed to initiate hydrocarbon combustion when it reacts with the diesel oxidation
catalyst. The heat generated increases the temperature within the desired range before
it enters the cDPF.
Before any work could be done to regenerate the cDPF, extensive knowledge of
the exothermic reaction occurring in the DOC needed to be determined for each of the
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fuels used. Post injection quantities, EGR values, as well as speed and load were
modified to carefully control the temperature before it entered the cDPF. Strategies
were developed to produce repeatable temperatures before the cDPF so that the fuel
effect could be determined for the regeneration rate and the temperature at which
regeneration begins.
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Figure 4.5. Exhaust temperature before and after the DOC during post injection

The temperature difference across the DOC is at a maximum of 250°C which can be
seen in the figure. Exceeding temperatures of 250°C may result in catalyst degradation
and premature aging of the DOC.
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4.1.4 Determination of the brake-even temperature
The brake even temperature is defined as the cDPF inlet temperature at which
the rate of soot particle oxidation approximately equals the soot particle collection.
Therefore, the cDPF should not experience a net gain or loss of particulate matter and
the differential pressure should remain constant.

This temperature is of interest

because soot loaded using different fuels would have different brake-even temperatures
and would thereby start regeneration at a lower temperature. Brake-even temperature
tests were conducted to compare the operation of a cDPF on 2007 certification diesel
fuel and a B20 blend. The brake-even temperature was determined using the following
test.
The cDPF was completely regenerated to its base weight of 8251.3 ±0.3 grams.
The cDPF was then preloaded with 5 gram/liter of soot with the engine running at a
steady state condition. An active regeneration strategy is employed to increase the
temperature of the exhaust stream and determine the lowest ignition temperature of the
soot when loaded using ULSD. The same testing procedure is repeated for B20. The
engine is maintained at a low speed and load with the post injection quantity at
3
2mm /cyc. The post injection quantity is gradually increased as the temperature of the

cDPF reaches steady state condition. This sequence is repeated until the pressure drop
across the cDPF begins to decrease, indicating the start of regeneration. Figure 4.6
shows the variation of temperature in the start of regeneration which shows the
dependence upon the test fuel used. The temperature at which the slope changes from
a positive to a negative value indicates the temperature at which the soot ignites and the
start of the cDPF regeneration is defined. This test was repeated twice for B20 and
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ULSD. The break-even temperature for B20 is found to be about 63°C lower than soot
loaded with ULSD which began to regenerate at about 559°C.
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Figure 4.6. Evaluation of the brake-even temperature for B20 and ULSD

The following figures show the outlet of the cDPF when fully loaded with soot
and after the regeneration event. It is clear that the cDPF returns to its original state
prior to soot loading.
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Figure 4.7. Outlet of the catalyzed DPF when loaded with soot

Figure 4.8. Outlet of the catalyzed DPF after regeneration event

4.1.5 Effect of fuel on regeneration rate
To further understand the effect of B20 on the performance of the aftertreatment
systems, the rate at which regeneration occurs is analyzed. The same engine setup is
used with a DOC followed by a catalyzed DPF. The cDPF is fully regenerated to its
base weight and preloaded to 5 grams/liter at a medium load and speed to simulate
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25% recommended cDPF loading and regeneration conditions similar to the brake-even
temperature testing. However, instead of stepping through the post injection strategy,
3

the injection is set to 10mm /cyc to maintain a temperature of 600°C. The temperature
is held constant for both B20 and ULSD to eliminate any temperature effect and to
evaluate the difference of regeneration rate behavior between the two fuels. Figure 4.9
shows the regeneration rate results for B20 and ULSD.
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Figure 4.9. Regeneration rate results for B20 and ULSD

Holding the regeneration temperature shows the soot loaded with B20 has a
faster regeneration rate compared to the soot loaded with ULSD. This data is similar to
data reported in previous studies [39, 60]. Explanations of the faster regeneration rate
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are accredited to the soot of the B20 being more reactive due to higher oxygen content
and amorphous soot structure [35].

4.1.6 Exhaust speciation during regeneration
During regeneration, a catalyzed DPF uses the conversion of NO into the
aggressive soot oxidant NO2. The potential of a small increase in NOx emissions when
B20 is used could be a factor for the faster regeneration rate and lower regeneration
temperature required when compared to soot loaded with ULSD.

The use of an

oxygenated fuel such as biodiesel could supply more oxygen to the catalyzed DPF
surface enhancing DPF regeneration. Therefore, analysis of the exhaust speciation
before and after the catalyzed DPF could be useful in understanding this result during
DPF regeneration.
Tests were conducted to measure the CO2, H2O, NO, NO2, and NOx emissions
before and after the catalyzed DPF during a regeneration event. Unregulated exhaust
species formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, ethylene, ethane, and methane were also
measured to further understand the impact of soot loaded with B20 fuel and the effect it
has during regeneration. All speciation data was taken using an MKS-2030 high speed
FTIR multi-gas analyzer.
Figure 4.10 shows the methane, ethane, formaldehyde, and ethylene present in
the exhaust stream before and after the DPF during the active regeneration event. The
data depicts the transient response of the species measured by the FTIR during the first
8 minutes of regeneration. The first 30 seconds of data is the exhaust at a steady state
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condition. The first peak shown in the figure is a result of the initialization of the post
injection strategy. The temperature before the DPF rapidly increases as a result of the
exothermic reaction of the hydrocarbons on the DOC catalyst which corresponds to the
initial peak of the methane, the formaldehyde, and the ethane concentrations.
Comparison of the two fuels used shows that the formaldehyde for B20 is higher than
that of ULSD. This is possibly due to the additional oxygen found in B20. ULSD also
has a ‘delayed’ formation of formaldehyde compared to B20. This is attributed to the
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Figure 4.10. Speciation of the exhaust before the cDPF for B20 and ULSD
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decreased oxygen concentration in the exhaust stream with ULSD compared to B20.
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Figure 4.11 and 4.12 show the H2O and CO2 after the DPF for ULSD and B20
respectively. A sharp increase is seen for both H2O and CO2 after the DPF with B20,
with a more gradual increase of these species for ULSD. This suggests that the B20
products, specifically formaldehyde and acetaldehyde produced after the DOC, are
more reactive than the ULSD products. This increase in the oxygenated species will
increase the regeneration rate of the DPF.
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Figure 4.11. CO2%, H2O%, C2H4O, and CH2O after the DPF during regeneration with
ULSD
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Figure 4.12. CO2%, H2O%, C2H4O, and CH2O after the DPF during regeneration with
B20

The potential of increased availability of NOx with the use of B20 fuel is of
interest during regeneration of the cDPF. NO2 is a very aggressive soot oxidant which
could lead to faster regeneration rates with B20 compared to ULSD. Analysis of the
NO/NO2 ratio over the cDPF in figure 4.13 shows that after 8 minutes, B20 has an 88%
ratio compared to 75% ratio NO/NO2 with ULSD.
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Figure 4.13. NO/NO2 ratio over the DPF during regeneration for B20 and ULSD

Figure 4.14 shows the exhaust speciation after the DPF.

As seen from the

graph, the catalyzed DPF is very proficient at eliminating the ethane, ethylene, and
formaldehyde to trace levels after 8 minutes of operation during regeneration. However,
methane which shows the same trend for both ULSD and B20 is higher for the B20 fuel.
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Figure 4.14. Speciation of exhaust after the cDPF for B20 and ULSD

4.2 Engine Oil Dilution
An engine equipped with an actively regenerated DPF can lead to fuel dilution of
the engine oil. The dilution of the fuel in the engine oil is a function of the engine
operating strategy and the properties of the fuel used [48, 49]. Biodiesel, in particular, is
made of fatty methyl esters, which have different physical attributes compared to ULSD:
higher surface tension, higher viscosity and lubricity, and lower volatility. Research by
Andreae et al. found that the engine oil dilution due to post fuel injection was 40% higher
by B20 than by ULSD [48].
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The mechanism for oil dilution, regardless of fuel used, is driven by the low
volatility components in the fuel.

These low volatile components require longer

vaporizing after injection, which may lead to deposition on the cylinder walls during
combustion. As the piston moves down during the power stroke, these deposits can be
pushed down into the crankcase. Fuel dilution of the motor oil can be detrimental to an
engine and its components. Viscosity, in particular, is an important factor in the quality
of the engine oil. As the viscosity decreases metal to metal contact can occur causing
catastrophic failure of bearings and the wearing of the pistons and rings.

4.2.1

The Engine Oil Sensor
The engine oil viscosity is measured with an on-board prototype oil condition

sensor provided by Delphi Corporation. The oil condition sensor is designed to measure
both viscosity and soot of engine oil in situ. The engine oil pan has been modified to
accommodate the sensor as shown in figure 4.15.
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Engine oil pan

Oil Filter

Delphi
Prototype Oil
Sensor
Figure 4.15. Delphi Oil Sensor mounting to the engine oil pan.

The sensor is engaged once the temperature of the engine oil reaches 77°C and
the viscosity measurement automatically begins.

The sensor proceeds through the

algorithm outputting the value of the viscosity registered at 70 °C and the percentage of
soot in the engine oil.
Figure 4.16 shows an analysis of the viscosity of engine oil (0W40) diluted by
B20 at various concentrations, which was measured using a bench viscometer. All
concentration data above 10% is extrapolated.
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Figure 4.16. Viscosity of the engine oil with different concentrations of B20 using a
bench viscometer

4.2.2 Experimental procedure
Initially, an oil change is done using Mobil One fully synthetic lube oil
(SAE0W40). The engine is then run for 20 min without post injection and a control oil
sample is then taken. Each oil sample is taken utilizing a syringe device shown below.
The small tube is inserted into the oil dip stick location and approximately 35ML of
engine oil is removed. This procedure is then repeated at a 20 minute interval for
duration of 3 hours to ensure adequate dilution of the engine oil. No additional oil is
added to the engine for the duration of the test.
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The engine operating point used for the test is steady state at a speed of 1200
rpm and load at 80 ft-lb with post injection to simulate active regeneration. The post
3

injection strategy is held constant at 40 degrees aTDC with a quantity of 10mm /inj.
Test analysis is done with B20 fuel only. The samples are then analyzed using the
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) method. All analysis is provided by
National Biofuels Energy Laboratory at Next Energy.

4.2.3 Effect of active regeneration strategy on viscosity
Methyl ester in biodiesel gives rise to a signature peak in FTIR spectra, which is
not present in engine oil consisting mainly of long-chain hydrocarbon molecules. To
quantify the oil dilution by B20, 20 vol. % of biodiesel was first blended into the ultra low
sulfur diesel to make a B20 fuel. Varying amounts of B20 were added to the engine oil
to establish a calibration between the signature peak intensity in FTIR and the quantity
of B20 in the engine oil.
The following figure shows the FTIR analysis results from the contaminated
engine oil samples.

Time zero indicates the fresh engine oil warmed up for 20 minutes

with no post injection. The FTIR analysis indicates 1.9% dilution of B20 in the engine oil
with no post injection strategy used. This is possibly due to any residue oil that may
have remained inside the engine oil pan from prior work done utilizing DPF
regeneration.
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Figure 4.17. FTIR analysis of B20 percentage in engine oil during the regeneration
mode

Comparing the FTIR analysis of the engine oil to the results obtained using the
Delphi oil sensor produces reasonable results for an onboard sensor, about a 10%
difference. FTIR analysis after 180 minutes of post injection indicates 12.9% biodiesel
in the engine oil compared to 11.6% using the oil sensor with a viscosity measurement
of 19.2 cSt
Figure 4.18 shows the viscosity measurement using the Delphi on-board oil
sensor. Two tests runs are shown in the figure where each run indicates fresh engine
oil at about 26.6 cSt. No soot was observed due to the short hours of engine operation.
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The first test run shows the degradation of the engine oil under normal operating
conditions. The post injection strategy is used on the second to last data point with the
final viscosity measurement showing severe engine oil dilution: 10%-15% fuel dilution
within 3-4 hours of post injection.
Further analysis at this point is shown in the FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared)
spectra in figure 4.19.

The FTIR analysis is performed at The National Biofuels

Laboratory on a FTIR spectrometer from Perkin Elmer.

This technique provides

information about the chemical bonding or molecular structure of the oil sample. During
FTIR analysis, the sample is exposed to an infrared beam. The sample’s transmittance
and reflectance of the infrared rays at different frequencies is recorded into an IR
absorption plot. The recorded frequency or wave number is recorded in the x-axis and
absorption is recorded in the y-axis. The plot is then compared to known signatures of
identified materials in the FTIR library to determine the molecules present in the sample.
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Figure 4.18. Delphi oil sensor measurement of engine oil viscosity during regeneration
with B20
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Figure 4.19. FTIR spectra of first run showing 15% fuel oil dilution

Figure 4.20 shows the viscosity measurement from the Delphi sensor using B20
with multiple post injection events.

For this test, the engine oil is changed and a

baseline viscosity measurement is taken. Multiple post injection events are done with
the viscosity measured immediately following.

The engine is then run at normal

operating conditions with the viscosity measurement taken immediately following. The
decrease in engine oil viscosity can be seen in figure 4.20 immediately following the
post injection event. An increase in the engine oil viscosity is also seen after normal
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engine operating conditions. This is attributed to the evaporation of B20 and flow back
to the combustion chamber, a mechanism that is suggested in the literature as well [48].
Figure 4.21 highlights the comparison measuring the viscosity of ULSD and B20
with multiple post injection events. It appears that the viscosity of the oil diluted by
ULSD is able to recover more readily than by B20 under normal engine operating
conditions, as shown in the figure. The biodiesel component of B20 fuels tend to remain
in the engine oil because of its lower volatility[48]. Overall, initiation of a post injection
strategy shows severe engine oil dilution over time for both ULSD and B20.
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Figure 4.20. Measurement of the viscosity during multiple regeneration events with B20
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Figure 4.21. Comparison of ULSD and B20 effect on the viscosity during multiple
regeneration events

Implementation of aftertreatment systems are significantly affected with the use
of B20 fuel compared to ULSD.

The conclusions with respect to DPF loading and

regeneration are as follows:
•

B20 has a reduction in engine out soot which correlated to an increased

cDPF loading time by 21% to attain the target loading weight of 20 grams.
•

The lower PM produced with B20 will increase the amount of time it takes

to load the DPF, thereby reducing the number of regenerations required and increasing
the overall life expectancy of a cDPF.
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•

The temperature at which regeneration occurred was reduced by 63°C

compared to the soot loaded with ULSD.
•

Comparison of the speciation results showed that the oxygenated

species, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, were found to be higher for B20 than ULSD.
This was attributed to the additional oxygen that is found in B20.
•

Both water and carbon dioxide showed a sharp increase in concentration

after the cDPF indicating that products produced after the DOC with B20 are more
reactive than ULSD products.
•

NOx data showed a minimal increase with the use of B20 fuel over the

regeneration event.
•

The speciation data confirmed that additional oxygenated species are

present and/or more reactive with B20 possibly aiding in the faster regeneration rate of
soot loaded with biodiesel.
The following conclusions focus on the engine oil dilution portion of the paper.
•

Severe degradation of the engine oil was found after three hours of post

injection measuring 12.9% biodiesel diluted in the engine oil and a 26% drop in engine
oil viscosity.
•

An onboard viscosity oil sensor provided by Delphi Corporation was

tested. The sensor was in good agreement with the viscosity bench test analysis and
provided oil viscosity measurement over the course of the project.
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•

Evaporation or flow back of the fuel to the combustion chamber from the

engine oil was shown. B20 has less of a recovery during normal engine operation
leaving more fuel in the engine oil compared to ULSD.
deterioration of the engine oil when B20 is used.

This will lead to faster

This was attributed to the lower

volatility components that are found in biodiesel.
•

Operation with B20 shows significant fuel dilution and needs to be

monitored to prevent engine deterioration.
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CHAPTER 5
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTION AND EMISSIONS

The following chapter analyzes the performance of combustion and emissions
operating the engine in the Low NOx Combustion (LNOxC) regime. In addition, the
performance and emission characteristics are investigated as a function of the ECU
injection strategy.

The addition of pilot injections is found to effectively reduce

combustion noise and extends the injection retard window to reach LNOxC combustion
regimes with acceptable noise level for LD diesel engines.

5.1 Low NOx Combustion
Modification of engine calibration is significant in effecting the quantity of
emissions when fueled with B20 or ULSD. Therefore, a comparison of timing sweeps,
speed sweeps, and multiple injection strategies are done to look at the effect of engine
combustion on emissions, heat release, pressure trace, and fuel consumption when
operating in the low NOx combustion regime.
As the injection timing is advanced, the combustion characteristics move from a
conventional diesel mode of combustion to a more premixed, and low NOx combustion
(LNOxC), with lower engine out NOx and soot but higher THC and CO emissions. Pilot
injections effectively reduce combustion noise and extend the injection retard window to
reach LNOxC combustion regimes with acceptable noise level for LD diesel engines.
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5.1.1 The Experimental Configuration
The engine is coupled to a 112kW General Electric eddy current dynamometer
used to load and motor the engine for steady state testing. Continuous measurement of
emission products including NO, NOx, THC, CO2 and CO is done using a Horiba-OBS
2200.

The Horiba utilizes a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) heated analyzers to

measure the CO and CO2. The H2O concentration is monitored to compensate the H2O
interference on the other two components. The sample gas is heated up to 120°C so
that wet sample gases can be measured without water extraction. The measurement of
total hydrocarbon (THC) is done using a flame ionization detector (FID) and a chemiluminescence detector (CLD) is used to measure NOx. The sample was maintained at
191°C through heated sample lines and passed through a heated filter for removal of
particulates.

PM quantities are measured with an AVL smoke meter and exhaust

speciation is carried out using a MKS multi-gas FTIR analyzer.
The aftertreatment system consists of a DOC followed by a cDPF as described
early in chapter 4. All data is taken before the aftertreatment systems and represents
engine out emission data.
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Figure 5.1. The engine setup schematic

The following speed sweep is conducted operating the engine in both a
“reference” normal compression ignition direct injection (CIDI) mode which has two
pilots and a main injection, and a low NOx combustion (LNOxC) mode utilizing only one
injection. The speed sweep analysis employs the following test conditions. The main
injection is fixed at 20 bTDC with a load of 3 bar BMEP. The engine speed is then
varied from 1200 rpm to 2400 rpm. The reference CIDI was typical of the production
calibration for this engine and ULSD fuel utilizing a dual-pilot main injection strategy.
The engine operating conditions of the speed sweep are listed in table 5.1.
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Engine
Operating
Condition

1200rpm
3bar BMEP

1800rpm
3bar BMEP

2100rpm
3bar BMEP

2400rpm
3bar BMEP

Combustion
Mode

Ref

LNOxC

Ref

LNOxC

Ref

LNOxC

Ref

LNOxC

EGR (%)

27

57

25

56

22

55

17

51

Pilot #1 SOI
18.4
(CAD bTDC)

n/a

24.6

n/a

25.8

n/a

28.1

n/a

Pilot #2 SOI
10.8
(CAD bTDC)

n/a

13.7

n/a

13.4

n/a

14

n/a

Main
SOI
5.1
(CAD aTDC)

-20

5.1

-20

3.4

-20

2.5

-20

Table 5.1. Speed sweep engine operating parameters
The EGR ratio indicated in the table above is the maximum rate attainable
without an error from the ECU. The EGR valve is commanded fully open by the ECU
and the backpressure valve was then manipulated to attain the same EGR ratios at
different speeds while holding the BMEP constant for all cases. The LNOxC mode was
achieved by advancing the main injection timing and increasing the EGR ratio.

In

addition, the preceding testing conditions were established by the research team to
investigate the effect that injection strategy has on NOx.

High loads were not

investigated due to dynamometer limitations with the multi-cylinder engine in conjunction
with high vibration and noise due to manipulation of the injection strategy. All the results
shown in the following graphs are the average of 3 or more test runs.
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5.1.2 Combustion performance of speed sweep
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the heat of release rate and cylinder pressure, as the
speed is increased from 1200 rpm to 2400 rpm for both the B20 and ULSD experiments.
Generally, the heat release analysis of B20 shows a slight advancement compared to
the ULSD apparent heat release rate (AHRR). Similar findings by Senatore et al. show
the heat release of biodiesel advanced 3-5 CAD with respect to TDC [61].
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Figure 5.2. Effect on the heat release rate for ULSD and B20 main injection only
strategy as a function of engine speed
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Figure 5.3. Effect on the pressure trace for ULSD and B20 main injection only strategy
as a function of engine speed

Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of ignition delay for ULSD and B20 with a
single fixed injection strategy and variable engine speed.

The ignition delay is

defined as the duration period between the start of injection (SOI) and the start of
combustion (SOC).

The SOC can be determined using the in-cylinder pressure

trace or by the heat release rate. For this work, the SOC is defined as the change in
slope from negative to positive of the heat release analysis [18]. The ignition delay
is therefore defined as the period from the SOMI to the point of the combustion heat
release trace crosses the motoring trace.

Figure 5.5 shows the average heat

release rate indicating the SOI and SOC for reference.
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Figure 5.4. Effect on ignition delay for ULSD and B20 main injection only strategy as a
function of engine speed
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5.1.3 Low NOx combustion effect on emissions
An effective diesel combustion strategy is to control the engine combustion to
occur at lower temperatures. During conventional direct injection diesel combustion, the
in-cylinder mixture is not homogeneous resulting in soot formation in the fuel-rich
regions. Additionally, the high peak flame temperatures produce higher NOx emissions.
Numerous approaches have been developed to lower the in-cylinder temperatures and
encourage a more homogeneous mixture prior to combustion. Low NOx combustion
strategies are achieved by increasing the EGR percentage, early and late SOI
strategies, increased injection pressures, as well as multiple injection strategies.

Total Unburned Hydrocarbon Emissions
The unburned hydrocarbon emissions are shown in figure 5.6. The THC shows
both a dependence on fuel and the combustion modes used especially at the higher
speed points. The reference combustion mode shows an initial dip in THC and then a
steady increase as the speed increases. Analysis of the AHRR plot in figure 5.7 shows
a similar trend. After injection of the dual-pilot, there is a sharp drop in the HR due to
the evaporation of the fuel
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Figure 5.6. Total hydrocarbons emissions for the reference point in CIDI mode, ULSD
and B20 in LNOxC mode
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Figure 5.7. Apparent heat release rate for reference test point
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NOx Emissions
The NOx emission data is shown in figure 5.8. Analysis of the reference mode
data shows a spike in NOx at 1200rpm, then a drop and steady increase of NOx
emissions at 1800rpm, 2100rpm, and 2400rpm, respectively. The reference combustion
mode is the standard calibration of the multi-cylinder engine. As the engine increased in
speed the EGR valve was not held constant. This was done in order to represent typical
engine calibration of the multi-cylinder engine. The EGR % gradually decreases with
increasing speed in the reference mode leading to higher temperatures in the cylinder
and higher formation of NOx. A slight increase in NOx emissions is shown with B20
compared to ULSD for all operating points with an exception at 2400rpm where B20 has
lower NOx values. However, the NOx reduction averages about 70% in the LNOxC
mode, with 82% and 78% reduction at the 2400rpm point for ULSD and B20
respectively.
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Figure 5.8. NOx emissions for the reference point in CIDI mode, ULSD and B20 in
LNOxC mode

Carbon Monoxide Emissions
The carbon monoxide emissions are shown in figure 5.9. The CO emissions
showed an increased in LNOxC mode compared to the reference point for ULSD but
shows a reduction in CO when B20 is used with an exception at the higher speed point
2400rpm. Analysis of the heat release plot in figure 5.2 shows very little advancement
of the AHRR compared to ULSD.

This leads to later combustion in the cylinder

increasing the CO as well as the THC emissions at this point. At lower speed, B20
shows a benefit in lowering CO emissions. This benefit is negated as the engine speed
increases to 2400rpm. Carbon monoxide emissions are related to the temperature of
the exhaust, where at higher temperature will decrease the amount of CO emissions.
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The CO gradually increases for ULSD and B20 except at the speed point of 2100rpm for
ULSD. Analysis of the AHRR shows the lowest HR peak and very late compared to the
other speed point. This indicates a lower in-cylinder temperature which leads to an
increase in CO emissions.
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Figure 5.9. CO emissions for the reference point in CIDI mode, ULSD and B20 in
LNOxC mode

5.1.4 Commanded SOI sweep
Figures 5.10 - 5.12 show the rate of pressure rise, cylinder pressure, and heat of
release rate as the start of main injection (SOMI) is modified for the B20 experiments.
All data is for the dual-pilot-main injection condition with the commanded main injection
input from 9CAdeg to -9CA deg. Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of ignition delay for
ULSD and B20 with a dual-pilot-main injection strategy and commanded SOMI.
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Figure 5.10. Rate of pressure rise for B20 experiments, dual-pilot-main injection sweep
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Figure 5.11. Cylinder pressure rise for B20 experiments, dual-pilot-main injection sweep
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Figure 5.12. Heat release rate for B20 experiments, dual-pilot-main injection sweep
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Figure 5.13. Ignition delay for B20 and ULSD experiments, dual-pilot-main injection
sweep
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5.1.5 Commanded SOI effect on emissions

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
Analysis of the brake specific fuel consumption indicates an overall increase as
the timing is retarded for all of the injection strategies used. Adding one pilot to the
main injection develops a more premixed combustion, showing a decrease in overall
fuel consumption.
On average, a 3% increase in fuel consumption was reported when using B20.
This is consistent with the lower heating value of biodiesel.

However, the injection

strategy of one pilot and a main injection shows the best fuel economy, but dual-pilots
have the best fuel economy and latest injection timing.
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Figure 5.14. Comparison of the injection timing and strategy on BSFC
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Total Unburned Hydrocarbon Emissions
The quantity of THC increases as the timing is retarded for both B20 and ULSD
due to incomplete combustion and lower in-cylinder temperatures because of the late
injection timing. However, comparing the different injection strategies, B20 produces
30% lower HC with one injection strategy as the timing is retarded, but the difference is
negligible when one and two pilots are added. The less volatile components of biodiesel
in the fuel accounts for the increase in THC for the main only injection; however, pilot
injection effects, the ignition delay, and the premixed burn fraction along with the oxygen
content of the biodiesel seem to even out the volatility effects of the biodiesel fuel
components. Furthermore, comparison of THC quantity independent of fuel indicates
that as the number of pilot injections are increased, less HC are produced due to
combustion phasing, higher temperature and better mixing.
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Figure 5.15. Comparison of the injection timing and strategy on THC
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Carbon Monoxide Emissions
The trend of CO emissions is similar to that of the THC emissions. As the timing
is retarded CO emissions increase independent of the injection strategy.

However,

increasing the number of pilots reduce up to 80% in CO emissions compared to a single
injection event.

The production of CO is very dependent on the injection timing.

Severely retarding the timing with multiple injections for B20 produces slightly more CO
than ULSD, but as the timing is advanced the differences are negligible.
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of the injection timing and strategy on CO
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NOx Emissions
One strategy of operating in the LNOxC regime is that NOx production will
reduce as the timing is retarded. This is seen uniformly in figure 5.16, independent of
fuel. An interesting thing to note is that the addition of one pilot lowers the NOx values
for both fuels.

However the addition of a second pilot increases the NOx values.

Comparing the fuel effects, the difference in NOx emissions produced with B20 are
insignificant for both the main-only and pilot-main injection strategies. However the
addition of a second pilot indicates a 17% increase in the NOx values possibly due to
significant increase in premixed burn fraction.
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Figure 5.17. Comparison of the injection timing and strategy on NOx
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Particulate Matter Emissions
An important characteristic of DPF loading and regeneration is the effect of PM
production. Not only is the fuel type important to characterize, but also the combustion
regime used.

Tests were done to evaluate the amount of soot generated utilizing

different injection strategies as well as the fuel effect on these strategies.
As shown in figure 5.18, comparing the effect of advancing and retarding the
timing on FSN number shows a reduction in the FSN number as the timing is retarded, a
strategy of the LNOxC regime.

This trend is seen independent of the fuel used.

However, as you compare the FSN numbers fueled with biodiesel, B20 produces a
lower FSN number than ULSD for the pilot injection cases. The reduction in FSN is
most significant for two pilot injections.
Comparing the different injection strategies, utilizing only a main injection gives
the lowest overall FSN. However at engine operating point utilizing only one or two
injections gives approximately the same quantity of soot.
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Figure 5.18. Comparison on the injection timing and strategy on PM

Peak Pressure Rise Rate
The engine combustion noise was not physically measured but experimentally
the peak cylinder pressure rise rate (PPRR) was measured by the pressure transducers
(Kistler) in each cylinder. The cylinder pressure was analyzed using a high speed data
acquisition of 25 consecutive cycles averaged over all four cylinders was used to
calculate the ARHR (Apparent Rate of Heat Release). Unfortunately data was not taken
at all test points due to the peak pressure in-cylinder exceeding manufacturer cylinder
design limitations. As expected, calculation of the peak pressure rise indicates that at
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the conventional diesel combustion regime the addition of injection events decreases
the peak combustion noise in-cylinder. However, the highest combustion noise is noted
by advancing the timing. As the timing is retarded the combustion noise is reduced all
within acceptable levels regardless of injection strategy. The same work was repeated
using B20, however the results did not show a significant difference with the fuel used.

Pressure Rise Rate (dp/d θ )
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Figure 5.19. Comparison of the pressure rise rate as a function of injection strategy for
ULSD

Combustion strategies are extremely important when discussing engine performance
and emission characteristics.

The following is a summary of findings for the

experimental data that has been described above.
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•

Operating the engine in the LNOxC regime lowers PM and NOx as expected for

both ULSD and B20 with a penalty seen for both THC and CO but lower for B20 [53].
•

However, it is important to note that replacing B20 without modification to the

engine calibration with two pilots will give higher NOx emissions, BSFC, but lower PM.
•

Optimizing the engine calibration strategy when fueled with B20 will give lower

NOx values with negligible effects to CO and THC as compared to ULSD emissions.
•

Results show that operating the engine in the LNOxC regime will produce lower

PM and NOx with a slight penalty in fuel consumption.
•

Timing sweep data indicates the effect of replacing ULSD with B20 on

emissions.
•

Due to the low volatile components of B20, optimization of injection timing is

critical in engine out emissions reduction.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF UREA-SCR

The following chapter describes the aftertreatment configuration of a Urea-SCR
system as well as the testing procedure that is followed. The effect of utilizing long and
short divergent sections before the SCR catalyst is explored as well as the effect of B20
fuel on the aftertreatment system.

6.1 Introduction
For NOX reduction, selective catalytic reduction (SCR) has been widely used
since 1970s [62]. Several studies have proposed results for plasma type catalyst [63,
64], lean NOX trap (LNT) [65], and urea-SCR [62, 66-69]. A combination of DPF and
SCR in one catalyst is also a type of SCRs, although the NOX conversion is only 70 to
85%, as described in [70, 71].
Urea-SCR needs to be used with a urea dosing system. The present study uses
a dosing system described in [72]. The system injects a urea solution, named AdBlue,
comprising 67.5 wt% water and 32.5 wt% urea into the exhaust pipe.

Due to the

temperature in the pipe, the spray droplets would experience hydrolysis and thermolysis
to work with the SCR and reduce the amount of NOX. A detailed process is mentioned
below as well as in [62] and [73].
NOX conversion efficiency through a SCR is typically called deNOX efficiency.
The process of NOX reduction starts from the injection of AdBlue into the exhaust pipe.
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Once the solution is in the pipe and the exhaust temperature is high enough, the
evaporation of the solution will occur and therefore equation (1) presents,
CO(NH2)2 (liquid) → CO(NH2)2 (solid) + x H2O (gas) (1)
The thermolysis of the solution then occurs into ammonia and isocyanic acid, as in
equation (2),
CO(NH2)2 → NH3 + HNCO (2)
Along with the hydrolysis of isocyanic acid shown in equation (3),
HNCO + H2O → NH3 + CO2 (3)
Therefore, the overall AdBlue decomposition could be written as equation (4),
CO(NH2)2 + H2O → 2NH3 + CO2 (4)
The ammonia (NH3) produced from (4) will react with NOX from the exhaust gas
inside the SCR catalyst. Several reactions have been proposed as urea-SCR reactions,
as shown in equations below.
4NH3 + 4NO + O2 → 4N2 + H2O (5)
4NH3 + 2NO2 + 2NO → 4N2 + 6H2O (6)
8NH3 + 6NO2 → 7N2 + 12H2O (7)
Equation (5), (6), and (7) are known as standard, fast, and slow reactions,
respectively. These are also desired reactions that NOX could be converted to N2.
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Nonetheless, some undesired reactions would occur as well. Reference [73] proposes
that nitrous oxide might form during the process, as in equation (8),
2NH3 + 2O2 → N2O + 3H2O (8)
This is due to the two stages of thermolysis described in [62]. The second stage
is not preferred and causes undesired reactions. The products from those reactions
would block the active sites on the catalysts and therefore reduce the deNOX efficiency.
Another related study can be seen in [74].
The deNOX process is temperature-dependent and involves the interactions of
nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and NH3 mentioned in [66, 67, 75-77]. For
urea-SCR, the best working temperature window is from 300 to 400°C along with
NO/NO2 ratio equals to 1. The deNOX efficiency could achieve higher than 90% in this
condition. Furthermore, urea-SCR is usually applied with the usage of a diesel oxidation
catalyst (DOC) and DPF, which have effects on NO/NOX ratio as described in [73, 78].
In spite of its high efficiency, urea-SCR system also has some disadvantages
that many researchers are studying. NH3 slip is the main focus when urea-SCR is used.
In [69, 79, 80] and other literature the NH3 slip has been studied. Generally, NH3 slip is
due to overdosing of AdBlue and a poor designed SCR entrance shape. The former
leads to excess NH3 for deNOX reactions while the latter causes larger recirculation
area in the pipe and therefore poorly distributed spray droplets. Some studies have
modeled the in-pipe simulation to demonstrate the recirculation issue [80-82]. In order
to improve the distribution and atomization of AdBlue spray, reference [83] studies
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different types of mixers placed in front of the SCR entrance and [84] studies the effect
of entrance length before the SCR.

6.2 Experimental Setup
A 2.8 liter, 4-cylinder, direct injection diesel engine by VM Motori is used in this
research.

A common rail fueling system, cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR)

system, and variable geometry turbocharger (VGT) are also assembled on the engine.
The engine set up can be seen below.

Figure 6.1. The Engine Setup Schematic
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As shown in the above figure, a DOC and a catalyzed DPF are placed in front of
the urea-SCR. The AdBlue dosing system is positioned after the DPF with a mixer
placed between the injector and the SCR. Two types of SCR entrances are also shown
in the figure. The specifications of the DOC and DPF are described in [85-87]. The
mixer is similar with the one in [83] referred to as a bend wave mixer. This type of mixer
has a homogeneous stress distribution which prevents damage of the mixer.

A

photograph of the mixer used in the current experiment is shown below.

Figure 6.2. Bosch Flap Mixer

The AdBlue dosing system is provided by Bosch. The injector has three holes
on it and is fixed at a 30 degree angle on the exhaust pipe wall. This system is the
same one used in [72]. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show the injector nozzle and connection on
the pipe respectively.
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Figure 6.3. Injector

Figure 6.4. Injector Mounted on Exhaust

6.3 Engine Test Points
Four different testing points fueled with ULSD have been chosen in terms of
engine speed, power output, exhaust gas temperature, and the amount of NOx
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measured after the DPF, as shown in table 6.1. The test points used represent low
speed/low load, medium speed/low load, medium speed/medium load, and medium
speed/high load as test A, B, C, and D, respectively.

TEST

A

B

C

D

SPEED

1200

1600

1600

1600

BMEP (bar)

3.58

1.97

3.62

8.29

Raw Exhaust T (°C)

264

240

326

450

Before Urea Injector (°C)

230

261

312

408

After SCR T (°C)

212

241

289

384

Mair (kg/hr)

61.73

70.85

79.46

123.7

BSFC (g/kW hr)

239.3

347.82

243.91

180.98

A/F Ratio

25.99

27.87

24.33

22.28

Horiba BSNOX x1000 (g/kW hr)

949.4

781.1

586.70

1072.77

Table 6.1. Engine Test Points
Different SCR temperatures are also considered while the testing points are
selected.

As in table 2, temperatures before and after the urea-SCR have been

measured so that in-SCR temperatures are approximately 220, 250, 300, and 400°C for
each testing points, respectively.

In order to study the temperature effect on the
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performance of the SCR, the present study holds the temperature constant, regardless
of other engine parameters. This explains some of the discrepancies in the results
discussed in the following sections.

Testing Procedure
The current experiment is run under a steady-state condition with each test point
repeated three times Two different types of fuels are tested as well as two kinds of
urea-SCR divergent sections. The detail of the testing procedures is described below.
1.

Regenerating the DPF to burn off all the deposits or particulates (e.g. PM,
ammonium nitrate, and etc.) that might affect the testing results. This is
done for thirty minutes.

2.

Running the engine at first test point. It requires twenty minutes to reach the
steady-state condition, namely, the exhaust temperatures before and after
the SCR remain fairly constant.

3.

Start of emission testing. With the HORIBA OBS-2200 and MKS FTIR HS2030 on both sides of SCR as shown in figure 6.1, the measurement is taken
for another twenty minutes. This could be divided into two steps as:
a.

The first ten minutes is for the stabilization of emission test benches.
During this period, the engine combustion and emission data is taken
and averaged in order to calculate how much AdBlue is needed for
dosing.

The detailed calculation is shown in next section, UREA

DOSING CALCULATION.
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b.

The AdBlue dosing is manually controlled and started in the first
minute after the first ten-minute period. The designated amount for
AdBlue dosing is injected into the exhaust pipe while the
measurement is still being taken continuously.

4.

Stop testing and repeat from 1 to next testing point.

The period of emission measurement after the start of AdBlue injection depends
on the decreasing pace of the amount of NOx. In the present study, the actual time is
only ten minutes since the slope of NOx decreasing curve is close to zero in this interval.

Urea Dosing Calculation
The calculation for AdBlue dosing is critical since excess dosing could cause
ammonia to slip from the exhaust pipe or ammonium nitrate to deposit on the inner pipe
wall. Robert Bosch has proposed two methods to assess the required amount of AdBlue
dosing. Both of them are described below:
Standard calculation:
Calculate the exhaust flow rate as equation (9),

 kg 
 kg 
 kg 
m& exhaust   = m& air   + m& fuel  
 hr 
 hr 
 hr  (9)
Calculate the NOX flow rate as equation (10),

 mg 
46  MWNO2 
kg
1  sec 
 mg 
−6  % 

 × m& exhaust   × 10 6 
 ×

m& NOx 
×


 = NOx ( ppm) × 10 



 sec 
 hr 
 ppm  28.8  MWexhaust 
 kg  3600  hr 
(10)
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Calculate the AdBlue flow rate as equation (11),

 mg 
 mg  17  MWNH 3
m& AdBlue 
 = m& NOx 
×
 sec 
 sec  46  MWNO2

 60  MWurea
× 
 34  MWNH
3




 × 1  massurea 
 0.325  mass AdBlue 


(11)
The amount of NO2 present in the exhaust is functioning as a correction for
AdBlue dosing. Due to different chemical reactions for urea-SCR (equation (5) to (7)),
the correction factor is necessary for the calculation.

As shown in figure (7), the

percentage of NO2 in the amount of NOX measured before the urea-SCR will give
different factor numbers.
1.4 Factor

Correction Factor

1.3
1.2
1.1
1
0.9
% NO2

0.8
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Figure 6.5. Correction Factor Corresponds to NO2%
From equation 4, if the percentage of NO2 is less than 50%, the factor is equal to
1. The desired amount of AdBlue dosing is the result from equation 3. The calculation
requires one further step which is shown in equation 12.
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 mg 
 mg 
m& AdBlue ,corrected 
 = m& AdBlue 
 × Factor
 sec 
 sec 
(12)
Fast calculation:
Fast calculation is used to estimate the amount of AdBlue in a simplified manner.
From the Standard Calculation step 3, the AdBlue mass flow rate is calculated in
equation 13, shown below.

 mg 
 mg 
m& AdBlue 
 = m& NO x 
×2
 sec 
 sec 
(13)
For a NO2 percentage greater than 50%, the correction equation becomes


 mg 
 mg  
 mg   NO2 % − 50% 
m& AdBlue,corrected 
 × 0.33  + m& AdBlue 
 =  m& AdBlue 
×

50%
 sec  (14)
 sec  
 sec  


The present study adopts the fast calculation due to simplicity.

6.4 Results and Discussion
The MKS FTIR HS-2030 measures the exhaust gas from the end of urea-SCR
system. The sampling line probe is positioned after the convergent section of the ureaSCR catalyst. Owing to the capability of FTIR test bench, more detailed exhaust gas
species are taken and analyzed compared to the HORIBA emission measurement. In
the following comments, the results and discussion are primarily focused on NOXrelated emission data.
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Post-SCR BSNOX

Figure 6.6. NOX Results For All Tests
The NOx results are shown in figure 6.6. Tests with B20 are shown to produce
more NOx than those with ULSD, with some of the highest values with ULSD fuel and
the short entrance section. However, the present study focuses on maintaining the
engine exhaust temperature constant which could explain the discrepancies.
The NOX conversion rate in the following figures shows the results versus inSCR temperature along with different fuels and divergence sections.
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Figure 6.7 NOX Conversion Rate vs temperature with ULSD and short (a: left) and long
(b: right) divergence
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Figure 6.8 NOX Conversion Rate v.s. temperature with B20 and short (a: left)
and long (b: right) divergence
It is clear in the above figures that the NOX conversion rate is temperaturedependent. For temperatures from 220 to 300°C, the rate is as low as <50%, as shown

450
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in figure 6.8, to about 100%. The present study does not perform any experiments at
350°C, but it could be assumed that it is 100% at this point, as the trend shows here.
Different kinds of fuels affect the NOX conversion rate specifically at low
temperatures. Comparing figure 6.7a with 6.8a, the conversion rate is about 70-75%
with ULSD while it is only about 50% with B20. At higher temperatures, the rate is
approaching 100%.
The addition of the divergence sections also affects the NOX conversion rate.
Figure 6.7b and 6.8b indicate that the longer divergence could improve the conversion
rate at low temperatures, comparing figure 6.7a and 6.8a. This could be explained by
the smaller recirculation area in longer divergence section, which therefore enhances
the AdBlue spray distribution, as discussed in reference [80-82].
Regarding the NO/NO2 ratio in NOX as the results, figure 6.9 and 6.10 present
the stacked column histogram to show the NOX composition with respect to brake
specific NO and NO2. The value has been multiplied by 1000 for legibility.
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Figure 6.9 NOX composition with ULSD and short (a: top) and long (b: bottom)
divergence
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Figure 6.10 NOX composition with B20 and short (a: top) and long (b: bottom)
divergence
Considering test D in figure 6.9a as an exception, the data indicates that the
amount of NO has greater proportion at low temperature than at high temperature,
although it is only a very small fraction of NOX. From figure 6.9 and 6.10, it is apparent
that NO2 is more difficult to eliminate than NO, regardless of the testing temperature.
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Figure 6.11 NH3 increase rate
Ammonia (NH3) slip is a significant concern when urea-SCR system is
addressed. The averaged NH3 increase rate after the urea-SCR is displayed in figure
6.11. As can be seen, NH3 tends to increase with the temperature at the same engine
speed, namely, test B to D. It should be noticed that this is the percentage of how much
NH3 increases, which means that the actual amount of NH3 could be the same even
though the increase rate is different in each tests. Besides test A and D, B20 seems to
give less NH3 slip than ULSD does, although further study is needed.
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Figure 6.12 HNCO increase rate
HNCO has also been an interest for urea-SCR-related researches, and the
averaged HNCO increase rate is shown in figure 6.12. Except for test B, ULSD tends to
produce more HNCO than B20, and a longer divergence section has a higher increase
rate than the short section.

This result could be the advantage of using B20;

nevertheless, the longer divergence section presents more HNCO production while
better NOX conversion begins to occur.
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Post-SCR N2O Increase Rate
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Figure 6.13 N2O increase rate
Nitrous Oxides are an additional concern of the urea-SCR study.

Shown in

figure 6.13 is the N2O increase rate after the urea-SCR catalyst. The N2O increases
throughout all testing points. Detailed real-time data would be shown and discussed in
the following section.

NH3 Mass Conservation
The present study calculates the total NH3 mass conservation as equation 15,
Total NH3 injected = NH3 used for equation 5 + NH3 used for equation 6 + NH3
used for equation 7 + NH3 used for equation 8 + NH3 slip from the SCR + NH3 stored
inside the SCR

15

Figure 6.14 shows two examples as the results of test A (ULSD, short
divergence) and D (B20, long divergence).

Under each line is the amount of NH3
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consumed in each reaction, e.g. between the top line and the second one from the top is
the amount of NH3 consumed with fast reaction. The bottom area in each test is the
NH3 storage quantity.
It is clear that the amount of NH3 adsorbed inside the SCR is greater than that
reacted with the NOX. The NH3 storage quantity is also temperature-dependent in the
current experiment, namely, the increase of temperature would decrease the amount of
NH3 stored in the SCR. The involved reactions are different between these two tests,
i.e. test A does not have the standard reaction while test D does not contain the slow
reaction. Besides, N2O reaction consumes much more NH3 than the NH3 slip, which
means the engine in the current experiment emits more N2O than NH3 from the exhaust
pipe and indicates that N2O should be considered more than the NH3 slip while the ureaSCR system is activated.
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Figure 6.14 NH3 mass conservation with test A (a: top) and D (b: bottom).
The SCR system has been tested for both ULSD and B20 utilizing both a short and
long divergent SCR entrance length. The following is a summary of the findings for the
experimental data that has been described above.
•

At low exhaust temperatures, B20 has lower deNOx efficiency than ULSD while
longer SCR entrance lengths may compensate for the low efficiency.

•

DOC and catalyzed DPF upstream of SCR affect the NO/NO2 ratios significantly.
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•

N2O emitted from the SCR is more than the NH3 slip, indicating possible more
concern is required for N2O than the NH3 slip.

•

NO2 does not convert as easily with NH3 (convert to N2) than NO.
regardless of the exhaust temperature.

This is
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CHAPTER 7
SIMULATION ANALYSIS USING GT-POWER

In this chapter, analysis of experimental work is presented using the commercial
software GT-Power. The first section is devoted to understanding the software with
respect to an explanation of the equations used and assumptions that are made. The
remaining sections will provide an analysis of the experimental data for loading and
regeneration of a diesel particulate filter using GT-Power.

7.1 Introduction
The commercial code GT-Suite contains pre-processing, simulation (solver) and
post-processing applications. Specifically for engine and aftertreatment modeling, GTPower is used. This solves the 1-dimensional equations to predict the flow rates for
both intake and exhaust systems. GT-Power is also able to do in-cylinder modeling of
combustion, pressure, heat transfer to cylinders, and work.

Basic models are also

available to analyze aftertreatment systems i.e. DOC light off and DPF loading and
regeneration applications.

The whole system is designed in GT-Power and then

discretized into many small sub-volumes, connected by boundaries. The flow solution is
calculated by simultaneously solving the continuity, energy, and momentum equation at
each time step. The mass and energy equations are solved in sub-volumes and the
momentum equation is solved at the boundaries.

The solution is not an iterative

numerical process, as in a CFD simulation, but is based on the state of the system at
time zero and calculated for new time one.
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7.2 GT-Power DPF Modeling Overview
The function of a diesel particulate filter is to “catch” the small particles that are
created during combustion in the exhaust gas and deposit them on the pores of the
clean filter. The larger particles will land on the outer surface of the particulate filter. As
the filter continues to load, the pore size will shrink (fill with small particles of soot)
because of the embedded soot. As the pore size shrinks, the filtration of the particulate
filter changes from deep bed filtration to cake build up. Furthermore, the permeability of
the soot cake depends on the soot morphology. For example, a wet soot cake will have
a higher back pressure than a dry loose layer of soot; therefore affecting the loading
time of the filter and regeneration time.

The following figure is a schematic of the

pressure drop through the diesel particulate filter.

Figure 7.1 Schematic of pressure drop[88]
Where,
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∆P1 = Pressure drop due to contraction
∆P2 = Pressure drop due to friction in the inlet channel
∆P3 = Pressure drop due to through soot cake layer
∆P4 = Pressure drop due to through filter wall
∆P5 = Pressure drop due to friction in the outlet channel
∆P6 = Pressure drop due to expansion
The schematic shown in figure 7.2 depicts the measurements of the cell wall thickness
as well as the soot layer thickness needed to calculate the total pressure drop through
the particulate filter.

Figure 7.2 Schematic of catalyst individual cell geometry[88]
The pressure drop calculation for the contraction and outlet cell is shown below.
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ߤܳ
4ܮܨ2
ݓ
1
ሺ ܦ+ ݓሻ ቊ
∆ܲ2 + ∆ܲ5 =
݈݊ ൬
+
൰ቋ
ሺ ܦ− 2 ݏݓሻ4  ܦ4
2ܸܽݎݐ
3

[1]

Where,
F = Channel pressure drop correlation for laminar flow
µ = viscosity of wall flow
Vtrap = total DPF volume
w = soot layer thickness
L = channel length
Q = volumetric flow rate
D = outlet channel width
ws = substrate wall layer thickness
The pressure drop through the soot layer and wall layer are shown in the following
equations.
Soot Layer:

∆ܲ3 = ߤ ݓݑ1 ሺ ܦ− 2ݓሻ

Wall Layer:

1
ܦ
ln ൬
൰ + ߚߩ ݓݑ1 2 ݓ
2݇
 ܦ− 2ݓ

[2]
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 ݏݓሺ݅ሻ
∆ܲ4 = ߤ ݓݑ2 
+ ߚݓݑߩ ݏ2 2 ݏݓ
݇ ݏሺ݅ሻ

[3]

Where,
uw1 = soot layer inlet velocity
Kp = soot layer permeability
β= soot layer Forchheimer Constant
β s = substrate wall Forchheimer Constant
uw2 = substrate wall velocity
ks = substrate wall permeability
7.2.1 Calibration of the Model
The GT-Power model is developed using attributes obtained from the catalyzed
diesel particulate filter (cDPF) provided by Delphi Corporation. The DPF is a catalyzed
silicon carbide (SiC) wall flow type diesel particulate filter. The filter is sized at four liters
with a diameter of 5.66 inches and length of 10 inches. The cDPF has a cell density of
200 cells/in2. Additional properties are shown in the following table.
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Attribute

cDPF

Trap Diameter (mm)

152.4

Channel Length (mm)

203.2

Channel Width (mm)

0.7396

Wall Thickness (mm)

0.31

Number of Inlet Channels

4212

Filter Porosity

0.54

Pore Diameter (mm)

0.0125

3

*Bulk Density (kg/m )

760

*Specific Heat (J/kg K)

1000

*Conductivity (W/m K)

2.0

Table 7.1 DPF specifications for simulations
Calibration of the model is required to develop accurate simulation results. To
develop the model, the Forchheimer Constant, βs,w which models the quadratic effects
and the wall permeability, Ks which models the linear effects of the measured pressure
drop are determined. The following values were used for the simulation: βs,w = 3E9 m-1
and Ks = 3.958E-7 mm2. This establishes the “clean” pressure drop through the cDPF.
Once these values were obtained, the filter loading is then calibrated against the
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experimental data.

Filter loading is used to calibrate the total amount of soot

accumulated on the DPF, specifically, the soot cake layer and the deep bed filtration.
The following figure depicts a typical deep bed filtration and development of the soot
cake layer.

Deep Bed
Filtration

Soot Cake
Layer

Figure 7.3 Typical schematic of filter loading
As the exhaust gas passes through the filter, soot will deposit on the pores of the filter.
The larger particles will land on the surface of the filter, with the smaller particles filling in
the pores. As the filter continues to load, the pore size will shrink due to the embedded
soot. As the pore size shrinks, the filtration changes from deep bed filtration to cake
build up, which is depicted in the following figure.
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Clean

Cake Build-up

Figure 7.4 Schematic of clean and cake built-up soot
The permeability of the soot cake layer depends on the soot morphology. For example,
a wet soot cake will have higher back pressure in the DPF as compared to a dry loose
layer of soot.

To calibrate the DPF soot filter loading, the percolation constant, ψ and

the partition coefficient, φ need to be determined.

The percolation constant is a

dimensionless constant used to calculate the partition coefficient which is shown in the
following equation. The partition coefficient determines the amount of particulate matter
that will be deposited on top of the filter wall, thereby forming the soot cake layer.

d2 − d2
c,1
c,0
Φ=
(ψb)2 − dc2,0

[4]

The partition coefficient of the filter loading is modeled by the spherical unit collector
concept described below.
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c,0
Dc,0 = clean filter “unit collector” diameter,
function of pore diameter and filter
porosity
b = clean filter unit cell diameter, function of
dc,0 and filter porosity

b
c,1

Dc,1 = loaded filter “unit collector”
diameter = ψ*b

Figure 7.5 Schematic of spherical unit collector concept
Where the percolation constant ψ = 0.918 is obtained from literature.

7.3 Results and Discussion
The following figure shows the graphical interface of the GT-Power simulation
used to calculate the loading and regeneration of the diesel particulate filter. The
simulation is used to verify the experimental results that were found in chapter 4 for
loading and regeneration for both ULSD and B20 fuels. All physical data of the
experimental system is used to define the GT-Power simulation.
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Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
(DOC)

Catalyzed Diesel
Particulate Filter (cDPF)

Figure 7.6 GT-Power simulation schematic
The following figure shows the results of the GT-Power simulation in the form of
the pressure drop. All physical data of the experimental system is used to define the
GT-Power simulation which can be referenced in chapter 4.

Experiments were

conducted to understand how to repeatedly load the cDPF with the same amount of
particulate, and how to quantify that amount.

For this experiment, the 4L cDPF is

loaded to approximately 5g/L or 60% of typical engine use loading levels. Due to B20
accumulating soot at a lower rate than ULSD, an experimental loading curve was
developed to attain 20g of soot. This was then simulated using GT-power and can be
seen in figure 7.6. Very good agreement can be seen between the simulation and
experimental data. Figure 7.8 shows the actual soot in grams that is retained during the
loading period of the cDPF. The experimental soot loading time with B20 gives a 26%
increase in time compared to ULSD. For the simulation results, the soot loading time for
B20 indicates an increase in soot loading time of 29% compared to the ULSD loading
time.
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of the pressure drop through the cDPF

Figure 7.8 Comparison of the soot mass retained during loading of the cDPF
To further analyze the experimental results, a simulation of the regeneration of
the cDPF is done. The experimental testing procedure is described in detail in chapter 4
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to determine the brake-even temperature. This is defined as the cDPF inlet temperature
at which the rate of soot particle oxidation approximately equals the soot particle
collection. This temperature is of interest due to soot loaded with B20 and ULSD would
have different brake-even temperatures and would therefore start regeneration of the
cDPF at different temperatures. The following testing point was used to evaluate the
pressure drop and temperature at which regeneration begins.

Test

Speed (rpm)

Load (ft lb)

Post injection Quantity (mm3/cyc)

LSR

1200

80

2

Table 7.2 Low speed regeneration for brake-even temperature testing
For the regeneration simulation, the cDPF was preloaded with 5 gram/liter of
soot as shown in figure 7.8 above. The regeneration model was employed within the
cDPF or EX-80 simulation object. The simulation results for the pressure drop and
brake-even temperature are shown in the following figures for ULSD and B20
regeneration.

8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

ULSD (LSR)
ULSD Simulation

0

10

20

30
Time (min)

40

50

60

Figure 7.9 Simulation regeneration results for ULSD

8.0
7.0

DP (kPa)

DP (kPa)
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B20 (LSR)
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B20 Simulation

4.0
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Figure 7.10 Simulation regeneration results for B20

50

60
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Very good agreement can be seen between the experimental and simulation
results.

However, the pressure drop for the simulation shows a slightly quicker

regeneration than the experimental results.

This is due to the calculation of the

pressure drop in GT-Power. This could be improved by increasing the loss coefficients
within the catalyst. It can also be noted that the regeneration for B20 is slightly faster for
the simulation than the experimental results. This is due to the soot model for B20.
Exact measurement of the oxygen available in the soot was not done with B20,
therefore the availability of oxygen is determined through literature.

Furthermore, the

break-even temperature for B20 and ULSD is found to be consistently higher compared
to the experimental data. The simulation results indicate a break-even temperature for
B20 about 81°C lower than soot loaded with ULSD which began to regenerate at about
579°C. This result was higher than the experimental data and could be refined with a
more accurate experimental soot analysis.

7.3.1 GT-Power Model and Validation
In order to validate the model, a comparison of the pressure drop versus the soot
loaded was compared. Research by Young focused on the experimental data of SiC
DPF’s. The data was collected on 150mm filters with different cell density and wall
thicknesses. The following table contains further details on the DPF’s tested.
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Table 7.3 Properties of a SiC diesel particulate filter
Clean and loaded pressure drops were measured on four different samples with
geometry 5.66”x6”. Both structured and monolith ceramic filters were tested which are
shown in figure 7.11.

Figure 7.11 Image of structured and monolith DPF
The filters were then loaded with artificial soot. This was done by aerating the fine
powder into an airstream of 76 m3/hr. The soot was loaded to a specific amount each
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time, weighed and then the pressure drop across the DPF was measured. The
following figure shows the results of their work including the validation of the simulation
model. The figure shows the dependence of the pressure drop on the cell density as
well as the effect of segmentation of the catalyst filter. Furthermore, the GT-Power
model is verified showing the pressure drop of loading ULSD soot onto the DPF. The
model is a segmented filter with 200cpsi and is shown to have very good agreement
with Young’s experimental work.

Figure 7.12 Comparison of pressure drop for soot loading [89]
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7.4 Engine Combustion
The GT-Power simulation schematic of the 2.8L four-cylinder diesel engine
utilized in the experimental results is shown in figure 7.13. All components are analyzed
including the EGR, EGR cooler and turbocharger. The simulation results will focus on
emissions data, in-cylinder temperatures and ARHRR.

The results will then be

compared against the experimental data from chapter 5.

Table 7.4 shows the test

condition used to validate the engine combustion simulation for the 2.8L four cylinder
diesel engine. Using the complete engine simulation in GT-Power, emissions data will
be collected and compared to experimental engine testing.

The purpose of the

complete engine testing is done to obtain the emissions data at different testing points
to utilize in the aftertreatment simulation.

Table 7.5 shows the experimental data

obtained during engine testing.

Speed

BMEP

EGR

SOMI

(rpm)

(bar)

(%)

(deg)

1200

3

32

1 bTDC

Test

1

Mass Flow Rate
TbDPF (C)
(kg/hr)
290

Table 7.4 Testing procedure

3.726
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Emissions

Quantity

CO (vol%)

0.0009133

CO2 (vol%)

8.657

THC (ppm)

27.38

NOx (ppm)

75.68

NO (ppm)

55.11

H2O (vol%)

9.059

CH4 (ppm)

4.14

C3H6 (ppm)

0

Diesel (ppm)

15

Table 7.5 Experimental emissions before the cDPF
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Figure 7.13 Schematic of complete engine simulation using GT-Power
The following schematic is an example of the default GT-Power exhaust
products that are calculated during the engine simulation. NOx and CO are calculated
by equilibrium with the option of using the kinetic extended Zeldovich mechanism for
NO.

THC is a function of combustion efficiency and PM or soot is a qualitative

prediction using the DI model.
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Unburned nonfuel species

LHV =0

LHV >0

fuel

GT-Power Combustion Model

Products of combustion:

CO2
H2O
N2
O2
CO
H2
H
O
OH
NO
N

Figure 7.14 Schematic of GT-Power calculation of emissions data
Furthermore, imposed measured exhaust products can be manually entered to account
for the emissions that are not calculated. GT-Power calculation of emissions is done
using a SPECIESSAMPLER control component and is shown in the following figure.
The component senses the outlet species and creates an output file that records
species concentration, temperature, pressure, and mass flow rate.
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Turbo Out

Figure 7.15 Schematic of species sampler in GT-Power
Figure 7.15 shows the engine out exhaust pipe which is open to the atmosphere. The
species sampler is connected directly to the exhaust pipe to measure the emission
concentrations after the turbocharger.

The following figure shows the experimental

emissions for both ULSD and B20 before the cDPF.

These results were used to

validate the complete engine combustion model described above. However, results
obtained from GT-Power were not conclusive. Tremendous knowledge of each piece in
the engine is needed which is difficult to obtain.

This led to numerous errors and

inclusive results from the simulation model of the engine combustion. Further study is
needed to finalize and obtain useful results of the engine combustion model.
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Figure 7.16 Experimental emissions for ULSD and B20 before the cDPF
The following is a summary of findings for the simulation work that has been
described above.
•

The simulation shows very good agreement compared to the experimental soot
loading data. The simulation results show an increase in soot loading time for
B20 of 29% compared to a 25% increase experimentally.

•

A simulation has been done to model the DPF regeneration rate. The simulation
pressure drop shows a slightly quicker regeneration than the experimental
results. This is due to the calculation of the pressure drop in GT-Power. An
increase in the loss coefficients within the catalyst could improve the result.
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•

Regeneration for B20 is slightly faster for the simulation than the experimental
results. This is due to the soot model for B20, a complete soot analysis would
provide more accurate simulation results.

•

The break-even temperature for B20 and ULSD is found to be consistently
higher compared to the experimental data. The simulation results indicate a
break-even temperature for B20 about 81°C lower than soot loaded with ULSD
which began to regenerate at about 579°C. The model could be further refined
with a detailed experimental soot analysis of all the species present in the soot.

•

A complete engine simulation was completed to evaluate the exhaust emissions.
The results were inconclusive. Further analysis and study is required to develop
a working model.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this work was to investigate the implementation of biodiesel fuel
(B20) in a multi-cylinder light duty diesel engine. The engine is equipped with a range of
emission aftertreatment systems including a diesel oxidation catalyst, a catalyzed diesel
particulate filter, and a Urea-Selective catalytic reductant catalyst.

In addition, the

engine is heavily instrumented to analyze and modify engine combustion and the effect
that these modifications have on emissions and combustion when fueled with B20. The
following chapter will discuss conclusions as well as recommendations based on testing
with aftertreatment systems, engine combustion, and computer simulation.

8.1 The Emissions Aftertreatment Systems and Simulation
1.

B20 has a reduction in engine out soot which correlated to an increased cDPF
loading time by 21% to attain the target loading weight of 20 grams.

2. The lower PM produced with B20 will increase the amount of time it takes to load
the DPF, thereby reducing the number of regenerations required and increasing
the overall life expectancy of a cDPF.
3. The temperature at which regeneration occurred was reduced by 63°C
compared to the soot loaded with ULSD.
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4. Comparison of the speciation results showed that the oxygenated species,
formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, were found to be higher for B20 than ULSD.
This was attributed to the additional oxygen that is found in B20.
5.

Both water and carbon dioxide showed a sharp increase in concentration after
the cDPF indicating that products produced after the DOC with B20 are more
reactive than ULSD products.

6. NOx data showed a minimal increase with the use of B20 fuel over the
regeneration event.
7. The speciation data confirmed that additional oxygenated species are present
and/or more reactive with B20 possibly aiding in the faster regeneration rate of
soot loaded with biodiesel.
8. Severe degradation of the engine oil was found after three hours of post injection
measuring 12.9% biodiesel diluted in the engine oil and a 26% drop in engine oil
viscosity.
9. An onboard viscosity oil sensor provided by Delphi Corporation was tested. The
sensor was in good agreement with the viscosity bench test analysis and
provided oil viscosity measurement over the course of the project.
10. Evaporation or flow back of the fuel to the combustion chamber from the engine
oil was shown.

B20 has less of a recovery during normal engine operation

leaving more fuel in the engine oil compared to ULSD. This will lead to faster
deterioration of the engine oil when B20 is used. This was attributed to the lower
volatility components that are found in biodiesel.
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11. Operation with B20 shows significant fuel dilution and needs to be monitored to
prevent engine deterioration.

8.2 Engine Combustion
1. Operating the engine in the LNOxC regime lowers PM and NOx as expected for
both ULSD and B20 with a penalty seen for both THC and CO but lower for B20
[53].
2. However, it is important to note that replacing B20 without modification to the
engine calibration with two pilots will give higher NOx emissions, BSFC, but
lower PM.
3. Optimizing the engine calibration strategy when fueled with B20 will give lower
NOx values with negligible effects to CO and THC as compared to ULSD
emissions.
4. Results show that operating the engine in the LNOxC regime will produce lower
PM and NOx with a slight penalty in fuel consumption.
5. Timing sweep data indicates the effect of replacing ULSD with B20 on
emissions.
6. Due to the low volatile components of B20, optimization of injection timing is
critical in engine out emissions reduction.
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8.3 Urea-SCR Analysis
A urea-SCR system has been tested along with two types of fuels and SCR
entrance. The results have been mentioned and discussed in previous sections. The
conclusions will be presented below.
1. Soybean-based biodiesel does not show an increase pre-SCR in NOX emission.
2. DOC and catalyzed DPF affect the NO/NO2 ratio in the present experiment
significantly.
3. DeNOX efficiency could reach as close as 100% at temperature range from 300
to 400°C.
4. B20 has less deNOX efficiency at low temperature than ULSD does.
5. Longer divergence section tends to improve deNOX efficiency at low
temperature for both fuels.
6. The temperature dependency has greater influence on SCR performance than
NO/NO2 ratio does.
7. Emitted N2O from the exhaust pipe is more than the NH3 slip. Therefore, the
measurement of N2O may be of more importance than the NH3 slip.
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8.4 Recommendations
To further enhance our understanding of using biodiesel fuel in a multi-cylinder
engine, the following recommendations would be useful to augment the work that has
been completed.
1.

Tests should be conducted to further analyze the soot produced during the
loading of the DPF.

The addition of a dilution tunnel as well as a particle

analyzer would add significant data to current tests.
2. Due to the severe fuel oil dilution shown during the active regeneration of a DPF
with biodiesel, an increase in oil changes is required.
3. The addition of spray simulation would advance the application of Urea-SCR
testing and aid in the increase of NOx reduction.

Especially during lower

temperature and lower engine load test points.
4. Testing should be conducted using B100, as well as multiple biodiesel
feedstocks.
5. Additional modification and fine tuning of the complete engine model in GTPower would model emissions with more accuracy.
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APPENDIX A: FUEL REFORMER AND UREA-SCR

The experimental data are carried out with a light duty 2.8L diesel engine
coupled with a DOC, cDPF and Urea-SCR emission control devices. The following work
will correlate these results with numerical data to establish a more descriptive and
complete analysis of the effect of using B20 and ULSD fuel on these systems. The
following chapter will discuss the utilization of the multi-dimensional commercial code
FLUENT to analyze the injection of urea before the catalyst with different entrance
geometries and correlate previous work involving a swirler venturi mixer.

Introduction
Fluent is a powerful commercial code which has the ability to model fluid flow, spray
injection, and heat transfer in complex geometries. The creation of the geometry and
meshing is done within the software Gambit. The grid is then read into Fluent, with all
remaining operations performed within the solver. These include setting the boundary
conditions, defining the fluid properties, executing the solver and viewing and postprocessing the results.

The Swirler Venturi Mixer
The following work discusses the swirler venturi mixer (SVM) and comparison of the
Urea-SCR system. The SVM has been used successfully to generate lean, premixed
and vaporized liquid fuel/air mixtures for low NOx combustor applications [90-93]. The
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venturi serves to maximize the air velocity at the point of injection to better utilize
aerodynamic breakup of liquid sprays to minimize the pressure loss. The swirler is used
to shorten the venture length by preventing flow separation inside the venturi.
Combination of the swirler and venturi serves to enhance and control the radial mixing
without a recirculation zone for hot spots or flashback. The SVM, followed by a catalyst,
is an excellent candidate in the liquid fuel reformer and urea-SCR applications.
The compactness of the fuel reformer total volume is usually very desirable,
especially in aeronautical applications, and therefore requires special attention. The total
length and consequently, the length of the diffuser and the compactness of the inlet
manifold in which steam and air comes in, are important parameters to be optimized.
The following figure shows the four geometries studied: (a) an ideal coaxial premixed
inlet on the top of the SVM with minimal pressure loss, (b) a premixed traverse inlet, (c)
a tangential injection of steam and air similar to a cyclonic mixer [94] and (d) impinging
inlets of air and steam [95, 96].
the parametric study as well.

Figure A1 shows the four swirlers that were used in
Experimental results were also conducted with the

tangential injection geometry; further description of this work is found in the AIAA paper
2005-0551 [97].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure A1. (a) Ideal coaxial premixed (side view), (b) Premixed traverse injection (top
view), (c) Tangential injection, (d) Impinging injection

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A2. Geometry of four swirlers (a) blank, (b) 30 deg, (c) 45 deg, (d) 60 deg

In order to examine the evolution of the momentum transfer within the SVM, the
following axial, radial and swirl (angular) momentum fluxes, and the Swirl Number (SN)
are defined, similar to previous study at various cross-sections along the SCM axis [94,
98].

∫

Axial Momentum Flux: Gz = ρ Vn U z dA
A

∫

Radial Momentum Flux: Gr = ρ Vn U r dA
A

∫

Angular Momentum Flux: Gθ = ρ Vn Uθ .rdA
A
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Swirl Number (or Ratio): S N =

Gθ
rG z

The simulated swirl number evolution and the turbulence kinetic energy at the
centerline are shown in figure A3 for a premixed coaxial SVM without consideration of
the presence of catalytic reactor to better correlate with laboratory visualization tests.
The swirl number reaches a maximum at the beginning and drop inside the contraction
section due to increased viscous dissipation. Higher swirl number was generated by
larger swirl vane angle, as expected. The turbulence intensity at the centerline drops
slightly at the convergence section due to vortex stretching, but increases dramatically
at the throat section, and reaches a maximal value later at the early part of the
divergence section. This indicates the critical function of the throat is not only to help
break up the spray but also enhance the fuel-air mixing in SVM. The turbulence
variation, however, does not seem to be sensitive to the swirl angle change.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A3. (a) Swirl number and (b) centerline turbulence kinetic energy
distributions in a SVM.
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The swirl number profile for the four inlet geometries is shown in the following
figure for the 30 degree swirler case. The swirl number of the tangential injection is
much larger than the others in the beginning, as expected. Although the swirl number is
much larger than desired, it is shown to be reduced or rectified by the 30° swirler. The
impinging injection which has zero offset distance shows similar swirl number behavior
as the premixed cases. Too strong a swirl not only creates unnecessary wall wetting of
spray inside the SVM, but also increases the pressure drop as shown in figure A4.
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Figure A4. Swirl number distribution inside the SVM for different geometries
Figure A5 shows the pressure distributions of different inlet geometries. The
figure shows that the non-premixed cases (tangential and impinging injection) have
much higher pressure drops compared to the premixed cases. In this figure, the
premixed cases with single inlets were computed with the mass-averaged properties of
the air and steam, while the non-premixed inlet cases use the cold flow properties. The
tangential injection wasted pressure head to set up stronger swirling flow than needed.
The impinging injection also lost pressure head in viscous dissipation. The axial swirlers
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are more efficient and have lower pressure-loss in generating the swirl for the Venturi
tube.
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Figure A5. Axial pressure distribution along the centerline of SVM with different inlet
geometry

The uniformity of the flow distribution at the exit of SVM exit without the catalytic
reactor section is shown in the following figure for a tangential injection geometry. It is
obvious that the velocity is not uniform due to the strong tangential flow of the air jets
which persist past the swirler and is still visible as a helical pattern at the SVM
downstream. The 60 degree swirler case manages to produce a more uniform flow
which is away from the wall.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A6. Simulated velocity vector plots at the exit of SVM for tangential injection
inlet:
(a) blank or no swirler, (b) 30o swirler, (c) 45o swirler, (d) 60o swirler.

The SVM geometry, although simple in construction, is not easily optimized.
Previous simulation was successful in predicting the drop sizes using the simple
aerodynamic breakup model without the coalescence model [92]. A detailed CFD and
experimental study carried out on the diffuser-monolith flow showed that the SIMPLEbased scheme with standard k-e turbulence model cannot predict the separation and
pressure recovery of the simple conical diffuser flow.

However, improved turbulent
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models such as renormalized group model (RNG), improve the accuracy of the
prediction [98].

Spray Visualization of Swirler Venturi Mixer
In order to see the effect of tangential injection inlet on SVM, a cold flow spray
visualization experiments is carried out similar to previous studies [92, 93, 99]. The flow
rate of the gas is controlled by a pressure regulator and is monitored by an Omega flow
computer.

Water at room temperature is continuously injected into the high-speed

airstreams at the Venturi throat through a capillary tube having a 0.3-mm inner diameter.
The flow rate of the water is controlled by a Dynamax SD-200 precision liquid pump
system and is displayed on a monitor. A pulse Copper laser operated at 3 kHz with light
sheet forming cylindrical lens is used as the light source. A 35-mm still camera (Nikon
FM2) was used to record the image, with a fixed exposure time of 8ms. A two-channel
PDPA (Aerometrics) was used to measure droplet size, velocity, and volume flux of the
water spray.
The spray structure characterized by the multiple exposure laser light-sheet
illumination is shown in figure A7. The spray visualization shows significant wall wetting
and asymmetric spray for the helical swirling flow, which originated from tangential
injection inlet. Without a swirler to reduce the swirl intensity, figure A7(d) shows more
significant wall wetting and a core void of spray droplet compared to the cases with a
swirler. The Sauter mean diameter (SMD) distributions of the droplet size measured by
PDPA measurements at 20 mm from exit of diffuser are also shown in figure A8. The
longer 6-inch Venturi causes more wall wetting and produces slightly larger drop size
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than the shorter 4-inch one, except for the case without a swirler which produced
smaller droplets at the center, although at a significant lower number density. The
tangential injection inlet has a compact design, but with the penalty of higher pressure
drop and the potential of inferior flow uniformity. Therefore, for the reformer mixing
simulation only the ideal premixed coaxial inlet is presented for the parametric study.

(a)

(b)

(b)

(d)
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Figure A7. Spray structure for 4” diffuser with (a) 30, (b) 45, (c) 60, and (d) blank
swirler.

(a)

(b)

Figure A8. Radial SMD distribution for (a) 4-inch (b) 6-inch diffuser

The Urea-SCR System: Test Conditions and Geometry
The following work involves the simulation of the urea injection and SCR system.
Figure A9 and A10 shows the geometry that will be studied, short and long conical
sections as well as the flap mixer provided by Bosch Corporation.

The Urea-SCR

system has processes similar to the reformer fuel/air mixer where the issues of flow
distribution (atomization, vaporization, mixing) and pressure drop are critical factors. A
combination of CFD & Laser Diagnostics in conjunction with experimental data will help
guide design to improve the flow distribution and Pressure Drop in Urea-SCR and DPF
aftertreatment systems.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A9. Geometry with (a) long conical inlet and (b) short conical inlet before
catalyst

Figure A10. Geometry of the flap mixer (isometric view)

The simulation will use experimental data from the light duty 2.8L diesel engine
[59], and optimize the urea injection and SCR system. Simulation test conditions are
shown in the following table.
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Test

Long/shor
t Conical Speed
Section
(rpm)

BMEP
(bar)

Exhaust
Temperature
(C)

Exhaust Flow
Rate (kg/s)

AS

Short

AL

Long

1200

3.58

230

61.73

BS

Short

BL

Long

1600

1.97

261

70.85

CS

Short

CL

Long

1600

3.62

312

79.46

DS

Short

DL

Long

1600

8.29

408

123.73

Table A1. Simulation Test Conditions of Urea-SCR System

Simulation results will focus on the effect of urea injection droplet size and
distribution before the catalyst as well as pressure drop and velocity profiles within the
urea reductant pipe before the SCR catalyst.
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APPENDIX B: NOMENCLATURE AND ABBREVIATIONS

ARHR

Apparent Rate of Heat Release

aTDC

After Top Dead Center

B20

20% Biodiesel Blend with 80% Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel

BDC

Bottom Dead Center

BSFC

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption

BSN

Bosch Smoke Number

bTDC

Before Top Dead Center

CAD

Crank Angle Degree

CO

Carbon Monoxide

CO2

Carbon Dioxide

COV

Coefficient of Variance

ECM

Engine Control Module

ECU

Engine Control Unit

EGR

Exhaust Gas Recirculation

FA

Fatty Acids

FAME

Fatty Acids Methyle Ester
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HC

Hydrocarbon

ID

Ignition Delay

IMEP

Indicated Mean Effective Pressure

ISFC

Indicated Specific Fuel Consumption

LHV

Lower Heating Value

LPPC

Location of Peak of Premixed Combustion

LTC

Low Temperature Combustion

LNOxC

Low NOx Combustion

NO

Nitric Oxide

NOx

Oxides of Nitrogen

PM

Particulate Matter

RPM

Revolution Per Minute

SME

Soy Methyl Ester

SOI

Start of Injection

TDC

Top Dead Center

THC

Total Unburned Hydrocarbon

ULSD

Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel
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VOF

Volatile Organic Fractions
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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECT OF BIODIESEL BLENDS ON A MULTI-CYLINDER ENGINE AND TH
IMPACT ON AFTERTREATMENT
By
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Advisor: Dr. Ming-Chia Lai
Major: Mechanical Engineering
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Recently, topics including global warming, increased environmental awareness,
recycling, and organically produced meat and vegetables have been prevalent in the
media and research arenas. The rapidly increasing cost for fossil fuels and the pursuit
of environmental conservation has brought about the interest in a renewable and clean
burning fuel, specifically biodiesel. Biodiesel, or vegetable oil ester as it was originally
referred to, has been improving and progressing since the early 1900’s. Fortunately,
significant advancement in the understanding of raw vegetable oil as a fuel as well as
converting it to ethyl or methyl esters, now known as biodiesel, has been evolving for
nearly a century after.
The objective of this study is predicated on the potential marketing of biodiesel
blends, up to 20% by volume, without modification to standard production available
engines to be used by the average consumer. The NextEnergy Biodiesel program is a

182

collaborative effort involving a variety of disciplines and expertise. Objectives include
developing manufacturing methods for soy-based biodiesel, evaluating and recording
parameters such as cetane number, oxidative stability, and lubricity made from different
feedstocks to be used for engine testing. The evaluations of these selected fuels are
then blended with ULSD and tested in single and multi-cylinder engines.

The

proceeding work specifically focuses on results from a multi-cylinder engine coupled
with a diesel oxidation catalyst, diesel particulate filter and a selective catalytic reduction
catalyst and the effect that biodiesel blends has on their performance and effectiveness.
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